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How do modern Jews understand virtues such as courage, humility, justice, solidarity, or love? In
truth: they have fiercely debated how to interpret them. This groundbreaking anthology of musar
(Jewish traditions regarding virtue and character) explores the diverse ways seventy-eight
modern Jewish thinkers understand ten virtues: honesty and love of truth; curiosity and
inquisitiveness; humility; courage and valor; temperance and self-restraint; gratitude;
forgiveness; love, kindness, and compassion; solidarity and social responsibility; and justice and
righteousness. These thinkers—from the Musar movement to Hasidism to contemporary
Orthodox, Reform, Conservative, Reconstructionist, Renewal, Humanist, and secular Jews—
often agree on the importance of these virtues but fundamentally disagree in their conclusions.
The juxtaposition of their views, complemented by Geoffrey Claussen’s pointed analysis, allows
us to see tensions with particular clarity—and sometimes to recognize multiple compelling ways
of viewing the same virtue.By expanding the category of musar literature to include not only
classic texts and traditional works influenced by them but also the writings of diverse rabbis,
scholars, and activists—men and women—who continue to shape Jewish tradition, Modern
Musar challenges the fields of modern Jewish thought and ethics to rethink their boundaries—
and invites us to weigh and refine our own moral ideals. 



“By expanding musar literature to include not only the texts of the Musar movement and those
influenced by them but also liberal and secular Jewish thinkers, Claussen forces the fields of
modern Jewish thought and ethics to rethink their boundaries.”—Yonatan Y. Brafman, assistant
professor of religion, Tufts University“How clearly and emphatically Professor Claussen proves
that Jewish thinkers of varying time periods, religious orientations, and genders understand
Jewish virtues differently. With the diverse (and even quite troubling) primary textual sources he
provides and clarifies, readers are bound to join the discourse and define their own Jewish
understandings of virtues they hold as central in their own lives.”—Rabbi Vanessa Ochs,
professor in the Department of Religious Studies, University of Virginia“Casting a wide net in the
Jewish ethical canon and offering his invariably lucid commentary, Claussen illuminates the
diversity of modern Jewish moral thought. Modern Musar will be an invaluable resource for
scholars and general readers alike.”—Elias Sacks, director of the Program in Jewish Studies,
University of Colorado Boulder“Geoffrey Claussen’s Modern Musar is a major contribution to the
contemporary literature of musar. Having assembled more than a simple anthology, Claussen
takes excerpts from both the traditional and the most contemporary musar authors and places
them in conversation with one another, guided by his own explanations and evaluations of the
material. His willingness to broaden the conversation to include those who might not consider
themselves musar writers is not only refreshing but also illuminating. It suggests the breadth of
ethical writing within Judaic sources and invites the growing number of folks drawn to musar to
take a similarly broader view of the field.”—Rabbi Ira F. Stone, Rosh Yeshiva, Center for
Contemporary Mussar“With this deeply learned study, Geoffrey Claussen opens an inspiring
vista of Jewish ethical thinking through a series of debates and a range of diverse views. His
lucid explanations make this book a fabulous introduction to Jewish ethics.”—Susannah
Heschel, Eli M. Black Distinguished Professor of Jewish Studies, Dartmouth College“A mind-
expanding view of Jewish ethical character development and a pedagogic tour de force. In
juxtaposing contrasting perspectives—rather than a single ‘paradigmatically Jewish’ view of
moral virtue—on many ethical issues, Professor Claussen compels us to consider divergent
views of qualities of soul. This work will become an indispensable text for students of mussar
and of Jewish tradition in general.”—Rabbi Amy Eilberg, author of From Enemy to Friend: Jewish
Wisdom and the Pursuit of Peace and senior faculty, the Mussar InstituteThe Jewish Publication
Society expresses its gratitude for the generosity of the sponsors of this book.Dr. Jeffrey S. and
Susan J. Aronowitz in loving memory of our son Jordan Adam Aronowitz (1995–2019) z”lAlison
B. Lukacsko in honor of Jordan Adam and his parents, Jeffrey S. and Susan J. Aronowitz, faithful
and treasured ḥavruta, whose friendship and love lift my soulThe Lori and Eric Sklut Endowed
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NewmanThe past few decades have seen a marked revival of interest in the tradition of musar,
variously translated as “moral discipline” or “pietistic ethics.” Though its roots are in the world of
medieval ethical treatises that focus on rigorous, even severe, moral self-examination, the
contemporary reappropriation of this tradition has focused largely on the cultivation of certain
moral virtues, or middot. This emphasis on virtue or character clearly appeals to contemporary
Jewish sensibilities, which (outside of Orthodox communities) reject a more legal, rules-based
approach to ethical issues. The renewed interest in musar can be seen in the emergence of the
Mussar Institute, in the initiatives by all the non-Orthodox movements to offer intensive musar
training to both rabbis and laypeople, and in the proliferation of books on musar written for
general audiences.The significance of these developments is multidimensional. Musar in its
contemporary inflections reflects a resurgence of interest in personal moral development, as
distinct from the focus on social and political ethics that dominated much of the Jewish ethical
discourse in the late twentieth century. It also dovetails with the desire among large segments of
the North American Jewish community to reconnect Jewish life with spiritual life, and with a
quest for meaning that many felt had been eclipsed by the post-Holocaust emphasis on Jewish
identity and continuity. Finally, the interest in musar is almost certainly at least partly a corrective
to the contemporary culture’s emphasis on materialism and status, as well as widespread
corruption and a perceived decline in personal ethics among many highly public figures.Against
this background, Geoffrey Claussen’s book offers important insights into the development,



scope, and diversity of the musar tradition. As a scholar of Jewish ethics whose earlier work
focused on a key figure in the nineteenth-century Musar movement that sought to revive this
tradition, as well as someone sympathetic to the goals of the movement, Claussen is ideally
situated to guide us through its contemporary expressions. His stated aim here is to
demonstrate the diversity within this tradition and so to challenge simplistic presentations of
Judaism as having monolithic views on complex topics like humility, courage, compassion, and
righteousness. He does this by carefully juxtaposing diverse views on these and other key
virtues in ways that highlight the controversies among these thinkers. If this were all that he
achieved here, it would be a worthwhile volume and an important contribution to the growing
literature on musar.But Claussen’s collection of contemporary musar texts is valuable in several
other ways.By including a number of writers who do not explicitly identify themselves as “musar
thinkers,” Claussen expands the scope of this phenomenon. Many of these individuals are
concerned with particular themes, among them war, interfaith dialogue, the environment, and
family life, but nonetheless have much to say about the personal ethics and values that animate
their approach. By highlighting the musar dimensions of their thought, Claussen shows us that
this character-centered approach to Jewish ethics is far more widespread, and takes many more
forms, than has been previously acknowledged.The selections themselves showcase the many
ways in which contemporary Jewish thinkers have drawn on a wide range of philosophical
traditions and ideologies, from feminism to nationalism to universalism. The richness of the
musar tradition emerges from these pages with striking clarity. Modern musar, as Claussen
presents it here, is no mere adaptation of classical thinkers like Baḥya ibn Pakuda or Moshe
Ḥayyim Luzzatto. Rather, it is a dynamic tradition, very much in conversation with the intellectual
movements and social trends that have shaped late twentieth- and early twenty-first-century
life.Claussen has also brilliantly brought into conversation not only the thinkers who very much
were in dialogue but also a range of thinkers who never met and, in all likelihood, would not have
wanted to be in conversation even if they had. Creating this wide-ranging interchange of writers
with widely disparate viewpoints and drawing out the implications of each contributor’s views
has the additional benefit of enabling us to see the distinctiveness of each position more fully.
Like the anonymous redactor of the Talmud, Claussen has brought together the views of
generations of important (and many lesser-known) thinkers so that we are drawn fully into the
discourse and forced to consider what is really at stake in these debates.Finally, Claussen’s
selection of thinkers here is bold and challenging in itself. Many of these figures—Meir Kahane is
a prime example—have been highly controversial within the Jewish community. Without
endorsing any of the extreme positions represented here, Claussen challenges each of us to
take seriously many views we might otherwise have dismissed out of hand. Importantly, he helps
us to see that all of them have a place within our very wide-ranging tradition.In all, this book is an
expression of Claussen’s own humility: his willingness to concede that he (and we) have
something to learn even from views with which we strongly disagree. Modern Musar is an
invitation to us to reconceive the boundaries and significance of this important religious-ethical



tradition.I cannot conclude this foreword without a brief personal acknowledgement. Twenty
years ago, a young man showed up in my Introduction to Religion course at Carleton College,
where I was then a professor of religion. Quiet and unassuming, he quickly distinguished himself
as one of the most insightful and talented students I had the privilege of teaching there in more
than thirty years on the faculty. He went on to take several other courses from me before he
graduated and went on to rabbinical studies and then doctoral work in the field of Jewish ethics.
That former student became a valued colleague and conversation partner as well as a personal
friend. And now, with the publication of this and other works in this field, he has become an
important teacher as well. For this I am profoundly grateful. That he has become a major scholar
and interpreter of musar is something for which we can all be grateful.AcknowledgmentsIt has
been a pleasure to work with The Jewish Publication Society (JPS) and University of Nebraska
Press (UNP) on this book. I am grateful to Rabbi Barry Schwartz, the JPS director, for inviting
me to undertake this project and for all of his support and encouragement. I am very grateful to
JPS managing editor Joy Weinberg for her expert editorial work that did so much to improve this
volume. I thank Leif Milliken, Elizabeth Zaleski, and the rest of the UNP staff who assisted with
its publication. And I thank Dr. Jeffrey S. and Susan J. Aronowitz as well as Alison B. Lukacsko
for generous financial support that made this book possible.This book was also made possible
thanks to the support of Elon University, where I have taught since 2011. I am grateful to the
university for the sabbatical during which I completed much of the work on this project and for
subvention funds provided by the Office of the Provost, the Office of the Dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences, and the Lori and Eric Sklut Endowed Professorship in Jewish Studies. I give
special thanks to Lori and Eric Sklut for their incredible generosity and commitment to
supporting Jewish Studies scholarship.Many colleagues at Elon have provided encouragement
and support for this project. I especially thank Religious Studies and Jewish Studies colleagues
including Amy Allocco, Lynn Huber, Ariela Marcus-Sells, Andrew Monteith, Helen Orr, Sumeyye
Pakdil, Brian Pennington, Rebecca Todd Peters, Jeffrey Pugh, L. D. Russell, Andrea Sinn, and
Pamela Winfield; librarians including Lynn Melchor and Patrick Rudd; and administrative leaders
including Steven House, Tim Peeples, Jim Piatt, Gabie Smith, Jeff Stein, Aswani Volety, and
Kirby Wahl.Thank you to my Jewish Ethics students in 2019 and 2021 who engaged with drafts
of this book and brought it to life through animated discussions and role-playing activities. And
thank you to the Society of Jewish Ethics for the opportunity to present about my experience
teaching with this book at the SJE annual meeting; to Benjamin Ricciardi for his response; and
to the Journal of Jewish Ethics for publishing the article that emerged from that presentation
(“Teaching Modern Jewish Ethics through Role Play,” Journal of Jewish Ethics 6, no. 1).Many
mentors, colleagues, and friends offered their encouragement and feedback on this project. I am
especially grateful to Louis Newman for his support and encouragement. I also give special
thanks to Joshua Ben-Gideon, Rebecca Ben-Gideon, Yoni Brafman, Misha Clebaner, Emily
Filler, Meir Goldstein, Alex Green, Shai Held, Sandra Lawson, Amanda Mbuvi, Andrew Mbuvi,
Alan Mittleman, John T. Roberts, Elias Sacks, and Ira Stone. I thank William Templer for



contributing an original translation to this volume. And I thank those who wrote original
contributions or revised earlier works for inclusion in this volume: Amy Eilberg, Emily Filler, David
Jaffe, Sandra Lawson, Amanda Mbuvi, and Shmuly Yanklowitz.Finally, I am so grateful for the
love and support of family. Thank you to Bruce and Jo Ann; Kevin, Arden, Caelen, Ewin, Lillien,
and Durgin; Laura, Dmitri, Alex, Max, and Kate. Thank you to Hillary, J, Lahav, Abir, and Rayah.
Thank you to Katy for love and support and for conversations about each of the chapters in this
volume. Thank you to Eliana and Talya for endless love and joy and for inspiring me and
teaching me so much, every day.With particular gratitude, this book is dedicated to my mother,
Eileen Claussen, who has provided unwavering love, support, and encouragement, who has
been a role model, mentor, and inspiration, and who has taught me so much about virtues
including justice, courage, honesty, and asking challenging questions.IntroductionWhat kinds of
people should we aspire to be? What characterizes human beings at their very best? Jews have
often answered these questions in the same sort of way that members of other communities
have answered them: by articulating moral qualities—virtues—that people ought to possess.
Diverse Jews throughout history have often agreed on the importance of moral virtues such as
honesty, humility, forgiveness, compassion, and justice. But their agreement that these virtues
are important does not imply that they have agreed on the meaning of these virtues. Indeed,
virtues that are important to communities are almost always the subject of fierce disagreement
and debate.Students of Jewish ethics may be misled by claims that suggest otherwise. It is not
uncommon for contemporary books about Jewish ethics to describe, for example, “the Jewish
view of forgiveness,” “the uniquely Jewish view of compassion,” or “the Jewish sense of justice.”1
Descriptions like these often reflect efforts to give authority to particular ethical views, implying
that they are supported by some consensus or authentic line of tradition and casting doubt on
the authentically Jewish character of dissenting opinions.This book seeks to counter such
efforts. The pages that follow introduce readers to the diversity of musar—broadly defined in this
volume as Jewish discourse about virtue and character—without making claims about the
authority or authenticity of any particular view. Approaching my task as a historian of modern
Jewish ethics, I document how influential Jewish thinkers have developed diverse approaches to
musar and how these thinkers have passionately disagreed with one another. While some have
claimed that their views represent the authoritative and authentic “Jewish view,” this book makes
clear that when we look at the history of disagreement, debate, and dissent in Jewish ethics, it is
impossible to identify “the Jewish view” of any particular virtue. This is especially clear when we
focus on the modern era, a period that this book defines as beginning with the upheavals of the
late eighteenth century.Modern Jewish discourse about virtue has been highly contested. Amid
massive political, economic, and cultural changes, and with the crumbling of traditional Jewish
authority structures, modern Jews have had little agreement on what might constitute “Judaism”
or “Jewish ethics.” Over the past two and a half centuries, they have variously embraced, pushed
back against, and argued about the merits of individualism, universalism, secularism,
historicism, rationalism, romanticism, feminism, capitalism, socialism, communism, anarchism,



and nationalism. They have spoken with very different perspectives on controversial questions
regarding national identity, religion, and politics; questions regarding gender, sexuality, and
family; questions regarding the existence and character of God; questions regarding the
authority and meaning of the Torah’s laws and narratives; questions regarding the ethics of war
and violence; questions regarding the relationship between humans and nonhuman animals;
questions regarding the relationship between Jews and non-Jews; and questions regarding the
Holocaust, Zionism, and the establishment of the State of Israel. Amid debates on these topics
and many others, they have articulated very different perspectives on virtues such as honesty,
curiosity, humility, courage, self-restraint, gratitude, forgiveness, love, solidarity, and justice.The
Genre of MusarJewish literature that discusses virtue and character is often known in Hebrew as
sifrut musar—“musar literature,” where the word musar (sometimes spelled mussar) may be
translated as “moral discipline,” “moral instruction,” “moral correction,” or simply “morality” or
“ethics.” This term is generally used to refer to writing that discusses character traits, especially
writing that defines virtues, recommends their acquisition, and teaches how to acquire them.
Musar literature is a form of normative ethical literature—literature that makes explicit claims
about how human beings should think, feel, speak, or act. It may be distinguished from another
prominent form of normative Jewish literature, halakhic literature, which defines rules and laws.
While halakhic literature teaches norms for conduct, musar literature points to ideals of character
—not just how people should act, but what people should be like.Scholars have sometimes
defined the “classical” form of musar literature as books organized around particular aspects of
the ideal life, with sections of musar texts typically devoted to individual virtues treated one at a
time.2 For example, a popular medieval treatise in this form, Rabbi Baḥya ibn Pakuda’s eleventh-
century Book of Direction to the Duties of the Heart, includes chapters devoted to humility,
asceticism, and love of God, among other topics; an early modern classic of this genre, Rabbi
Moshe Ḥayyim Luzzatto’s Path of the Upright (1740), includes sections on watchfulness, zeal,
and the fear of sin. But virtue-focused literature—that is, musar literature—in the medieval and
early modern periods took a variety of other forms: ethical letters, treatises, monographs,
homilies, commentaries on classical texts, and even stories and poems. Musar literature is
appropriately defined not by a particular literary form but by its focus on virtue and character.3In
the modern era, musar literature has continued to be produced in the classical form of books
that devote individual chapters to individual virtues. Some examples discussed in this volume
include The Book of Moral Accounting (Sefer Ḥeshbon ha-Nefesh, 1808) by Menaḥem Mendel
Lefin, a leader of the Haskalah (Jewish Enlightenment) movement in Poland; The Book of
Character Traits (Sefer ha-Middot, 1811) by the Hasidic rabbi Naḥman of Bratslav, Ukraine;
Wondrous Adviser (Pele Yo’etz, 1824) by the Bulgarian Sephardic rabbi Eliezer Papo; or, more
recently, The Jewish Moral Virtues (1999) by the American Reform movement’s Rabbi Eugene
Borowitz and Frances Schwartz.Other modern musar literature discussed in this volume
replicates other forms mentioned above—letters, treatises, monographs, homilies, and
commentaries. And as new literary forms have emerged in recent centuries, musar literature has



found expression in those forms as well. Thus, for example, when the Lithuanian rabbi Israel
Salanter sought to found a mass movement focused on musar literature and the development of
moral virtue in the mid-1800s—what came to be called the “Musar movement”—he wrote not
only ethical letters and homilies but also journal articles, using a new literary form that could help
him communicate his moral teachings.4 When Jewish ethicists, philosophers, and theologians
in contemporary academic settings have sought to communicate their ideas about virtues, they
have also written journal articles, though these are guided by contemporary academic norms
and so take a very different form from Salanter’s. Other Jewish thinkers have laid out their
conceptions of virtues in books, essays, articles, or (more recently) blog posts. Writings focused
on virtues, in all of these forms, constitute important examples of modern musar. This volume
features examples of modern musar writings that take diverse forms and illustrate the broad
diversity of modern Jewish approaches to virtue.About This BookThis volume is organized
around ten particular virtues or closely related qualities, with each chapter devoted to a different
virtue or set of related virtues: honesty and love of truth; curiosity and inquisitiveness; humility;
courage and valor; self-restraint and temperance; gratitude; forgiveness; love, kindness, and
compassion; solidarity and social responsibility; and justice and righteousness. As such, this
volume itself would seem to take the form of a classical musar text. But this book is not a work of
normative literature that makes claims about what kinds of people its readers should aspire to be
and what characterizes human beings at their very best. Rather, it is a work of descriptive
literature that demonstrates how diverse Jewish thinkers have made claims about what human
beings should be like.I have not chosen these ten qualities because I think they are the most
important virtues for modern Jews to cultivate; rather, I have chosen them because they have
been appreciated and thoroughly debated by a broad range of influential Jewish thinkers, from a
wide range of perspectives, diverse geographic locations, and various time periods from the late
eighteenth century to the present. These virtues have appealed to Jews who might be viewed as
more “liberal” or “conservative” or “Orthodox”; Jews who might be viewed as “religious” or
“secular”; and Jews of various genders, sexual orientations, and racial and ethnic backgrounds.
In seeking virtues that would be embraced by a particularly broad range of Jews, I have
excluded virtues, such as “love of God” or “fear of sin,” that large groups of Jews have plainly
rejected. The selected virtues are more broadly popular but are also, at the same time, fiercely
contested.Likewise, I have chosen the primary sources included in this volume because I
believe they illustrate significant tensions or arguments—and not because I think they are the
most compelling or inspirational texts. Some of the selected texts express views that I personally
find problematic, disturbing, even horrifying, and readers are likely to judge certain selections
negatively as well. Understanding the diversity of modern Jewish thought requires
understanding both the modern Jewish thought that we judge positively and the modern Jewish
thought we judge negatively.That having been said, I hope that this volume may stimulate
readers to think about how the virtues under discussion play out in their own lives, and to weigh
and refine their own ethical perspectives. One of the most important reasons to study the history



of ethics, with all of its warts and blemishes, is that the honest study of the past can help to
inspire our ethics in the present. Studying the past may encourage us to learn from the past, and
it may also help us to see how we might improve on or reject models from the past. And Jewish
ethical approaches are improved when we are able to evaluate a broad range of sources and
locate our own judgments within the wide terrain of modern Jewish thinking.As such, I intend
this volume not only for readers whose primary motivation is to understand modern Jewish
thought from a distance but also for those whose primary motivation is to gain instruction from
the history of modern Jewish thought. This volume encourages the critical study of modern
Jewish ethics, but it may also encourage thinking critically about one’s own ethical formation.
Whether read in a classroom setting, an adult-education setting, a musar or other group, with a
ḥavruta, or on one’s own, this volume invites us to consider our own moral ideals and moral
character.5Each chapter of this volume features the writing of approximately ten Jewish thinkers
from diverse times, locations, and perspectives, generally presented chronologically. Each is a
Jewish thinker who was (or is) in a position of relative influence in shaping the attitudes of other
Jews. The seventy-eight Jewish thinkers featured in the volume (some appear in more than one
chapter) are elite figures: most of them have either rabbinical ordination, a doctorate, a public
profile as an author, or some combination of these. Rabbis who engage with classical Jewish
texts are especially well represented—not because I am claiming that their perspectives are
more authentic or that their positions best represent modern Jewish ethics, but because their
disparate uses of shared texts illuminate how virtues have been contested.These diverse Jewish
thinkers have generally agreed that the virtue they are discussing is important but have
disagreed about its character, its significance, and how it ought to be applied. Often the sources
that I have selected focus on the same issue, employ similar language, or quote the same
classical text—and are in disagreement or in tension. The juxtaposition of these sources allows
us to see these tensions with particular clarity.Many influential thinkers are included in this
volume, though influence has not been the decisive criterion for inclusion and there are many
influential Jewish thinkers whose writing does not appear here. The twenty-one thinkers
discussed in more than one selection across chapters—Rebecca Alpert, Hannah Arendt,
Shalom Arush, Shalom Noah Berezovsky, Eliyahu Eliezer Dessler, Amy Eilberg, Marc Ellis,
Natan Tzevi Finkel, Emma Goldman, Abraham Joshua Heschel, Menaḥem Mendel Lefin,
Emmanuel Levinas, Meir Kahane, Abraham Isaac Kook, Amanda Mbuvi, Naḥman of Bratslav,
Judith Plaskow, Susan Schnur, Shneur Zalman of Liadi, Sherwin Wine, and Shmuly Yanklowitz—
receive particular attention because their writings fit particularly well into the debates featured in
this book.Seeking to highlight disagreement, I have sometimes featured thinkers and sources
that are particularly provocative, idiosyncratic, or radical. Some readers may wonder whether
some of these sources should count as “Jewish,” because their views seem too extreme or
because they don’t seem strongly connected to Jewish communities or traditions in the way that
certain readers consider normative. But such thinkers and sources are part of the history of
modern Jewish ethics, both in their own right and also because of the influence they have had



(or have sought) in shaping the perspectives of other Jews. I have sought to include a wide
range of thinkers who identify as Jewish and who have (for the most part) had interest or
success in shaping Jewish identities, communities, or traditions, even if their writings quoted in
this volume are not primarily directed at a Jewish audience. And while, to be sure, not all of the
sources in this volume claim to represent authentic or authoritative musar, all of them represent
perspectives that have been of interest to some groups of modern Jews, especially modern
Jews considering how their Jewish identities might inform their moral lives.The decision about
which voices should be included in this volume has also been shaped by a desire to include
figures from a range of modern Jewish movements. Particular attention has been given to those
Ashkenazi Orthodox movements in Europe, the United States, and Israel among which the
production of modern musar literature has especially flourished. As Joseph Dan, the leading
contemporary scholar of musar literature, has noted, the Hasidic and Musar movements were
particularly prolific in producing musar literature in the eighteenth, nineteenth, and early
twentieth centuries; such literature was also produced by the Mitnagdic movement (non-Hasidic
Lithuanian traditionalists, e.g., Ḥayyim of Volozhin), the Religious Zionist movement (e.g., the
writings of Abraham Isaac Kook), and other Orthodox movements in the United States and Israel
following the Holocaust.6Dan’s presentation of modern musar, however, neglects to note the
flourishing of musar literature produced by non-Orthodox Jews. This volume adds to Dan’s
discussion by pointing out how prominent figures associated with the Reform movement, such
as Hermann Cohen and Kaufmann Kohler, wrote about the virtues in the early twentieth century.
So did secular Zionists including, for example, Mikhah Yosef Berdichevsky. Later in the twentieth
century, musar writing was produced by rabbis associated with the Conservative movement
such as Abraham Joshua Heschel, rabbis associated with the Reconstructionist movement
such as Mordecai Kaplan, rabbis associated with the Reform movement such as Eugene
Borowitz, and rabbis from Humanistic Judaism such as Sherwin Wine. Looking to more recent
writing, this volume highlights the contributions of female rabbis such as Amy Eilberg and Danya
Ruttenberg (Conservative), Sandra Lawson and Rebecca Alpert (Reconstructionist), Ruth
Abusch-Magder and Karyn Kedar (Reform), and Lynn Gottlieb (Jewish Renewal).That said,
Jewish movements such as these include diverse ethical perspectives, and any particular text
should not be taken as representative of that movement. Similarly, readers are cautioned not to
judge a particular thinker’s ethical perspective solely based on the selections featured in this
volume. Since these texts were chosen because of the ways in which they contrast with other
perspectives, and not because they epitomize the thought of any particular thinker, individual
thinkers may not always be well represented by a given selection. I hope that readers interested
in particular figures will be inspired to read more of their writings.Nor should any particular text
be taken as representative of Judaism or Jewish ethics. Many of the views presented here could
be—or have been—portrayed as “the Jewish perspective,” “the view of Jewish ethics,” “the
musar perspective,” or “the view of the Torah,” but this volume invites readers to challenge such
claims. As you will see, there are many different Jewish perspectives, many different views of



Jewish ethics, many different musar perspectives, and many different views of the Torah.
Modern Jewish ethics in general, and modern musar in particular, has been complex,
multivocal, dynamic, and highly contested.1Honesty and Love of Truth (Yosher/Ahavat ha-
Emet)Must we always tell the truth? When might it be okay to lie? What does it mean to be
appropriately honest or appropriately dedicated to truth? Ancient Jewish texts often condemn
dishonesty, teaching that “lying speech is an abomination to the Lord” (Prov. 12:22). In the
Babylonian Talmud (BT), Rabbi Jeremiah bar Abba lists liars as among those who “do not
receive the Divine Presence” (BT Sotah 42a). Classical Rabbinic literature associates God with
truth, as when Rabbi Hanina declares that “the seal of the Holy Blessed One is truth” (BT
Shabbat 55a). Dedication to truth is also an important theme in medieval musar literature, and
Maimonides singles out “love of truth” as one of the virtues required for every judge.1But the
Bible sometimes describes lying without condemning it, and classical Rabbinic interpretations
sometimes justify dishonesty for a good cause. In the biblical book of Genesis, for example, the
Patriarch Jacob steals the blessing that his father Isaac intends for his brother Esau. Jacob
disguises himself as his brother and claims, “I am Esau, your first-born” (Gen. 27:19); Isaac later
describes him as “coming in deceit” (27:35). While some ancient commentaries retell the story
so that Jacob is not guilty of an outright lie, others justify Jacob’s deception, explaining that he
“came with the wisdom of his Torah.”2 From this latter perspective, wisdom may sometimes
require deceit.Other Rabbinic traditions are more explicit in affirming exceptions to traditional
prohibitions against lying, especially when dishonesty may prevent negative consequences or
ensure positive consequences. For example, the Talmud (BT Shabbat 153b) warns against
revealing laws that may lead to further transgressions, invoking a biblical verse: “It is the glory of
God to conceal a matter” (Prov. 25:2). BT Yevamot 65b teaches that truth may be altered “for the
sake of peace.” BT Bava Metzi’a 23b–24a records that “the rabbis” deviate from the truth in three
matters: “hospitality” (perhaps to ensure that hospitable people will not be identified and
exploited), “a bed” (perhaps to ensure modesty about sexual behavior), and “a
tractate” (seemingly to ensure modesty about one’s learning).3 And while some manuscripts of
the Jerusalem Talmud (Berachot 14d) caution that “fictions [or: lies] concerning Torah are bad,”
other manuscript traditions say, quite to the contrary, that fictions or lies concerning Torah “are
good.”4The modern sources excerpted in this chapter, arranged chronologically, present a
number of Jewish perspectives on the virtues of honesty and love of truth, many of which draw
on the premodern sources discussed above. As we will see, Jewish thinkers from diverse
locations over the past two centuries have praised common ideals but come to different
conclusions regarding honesty and love of truth. Some of these thinkers have even built their
divergent ideas on common sources: two modern rabbis discussed below, for example, take
guidance from the story of Jacob deceiving his father and stealing the blessing intended for his
brother. In section 1.4, Eliyahu Eliezer Dessler argues that while Jacob appears to have
deceived his father, he was justified because he was fulfilling God’s will and thus acting for the
sake of a higher truth. A love of God’s ultimate truth, from this perspective, may sometimes



necessitate being less than truthful with other people. In section 1.8, by contrast, Abigail Treu
describes Jacob’s deceit as a moral failure. For Treu, the story is teaching us to strive to be more
honest than Jacob was in this instance.This chapter pays particular attention to the virtue of
intellectual honesty, the disposition to honestly and fairly acknowledge evidence, even when
what is revealed might be disturbing or at odds with one’s commitments. A number of selections
below explore this theme with regard to the history of Jewish traditions themselves. Sections 1.3
and 1.5, for example, affirm the importance of honestly acknowledging unpopular ancient
Rabbinic teachings, although the authors of each of these selections show limited openness to
acknowledging traditions at odds with their beliefs. Section 1.6 shows a more complete embrace
of standards of intellectual honesty affirmed in contemporary academic settings. Section 1.10
calls for acknowledging painful truth with the particularly radical honesty that is demanded when
confronting disaster.We will also see challenges to these sorts of standards of intellectual
honesty. In section 1.2, one rabbi argues that preachers may deceive their audiences in order to
communicate higher truths. In section 1.7, another rabbi criticizes honest discussions about the
failures of one’s country with students who have not yet developed a foundation of national pride.
Section 1.9 notes a number of other reasons that have been used to justify rabbinical
censorship, including protecting honor or promoting modesty, peace, and
understanding.Intellectual honesty may be a particularly important virtue for readers of this
volume to grapple with, as we ourselves consider how to honestly study and present the diverse
views that Jewish thinkers have taken on these subjects. Personally, I have tried my best in this
chapter to honestly acknowledge that debates about honesty and love of truth have not been
settled among modern Jews.1.1. Honesty in Every RespectMenaḥem Mendel Lefin (1749–
1826) was a leader of the Haskalah (Jewish Enlightenment) movement in Poland. Lefin depicted
himself as a moderate, opposed to the atheism and disregard for Jewish law that he saw among
liberally inclined Jews as well as to the radicalism and irrationality he saw in Hasidism. As the
historian Nancy Sinkoff has argued, Lefin’s primary work of musar literature, the Book of Moral
Accounting (Sefer Ḥeshbon ha-Nefesh), was above all intended to teach young Jewish men to
resist the charisma and insincere arguments of Hasidic leaders.5 Lefin was particularly outraged
by the sermons of Hasidic preachers of his era that, in his view, often misrepresented tradition
and were filled with lies designed to bolster the honor and power of the preacher. Hasidic
preachers, Lefin contended, falsely claimed that they themselves could bring healing and
salvation; they benefited financially from such lies, extracting monetary donations (pidyonot)
from their followers (which they spent on luxuries for themselves) in exchange for assurances
that their followers’ prayers would be answered; and they claimed to possess virtues that they
did not in fact possess.6Lefin’s polemic against Hasidism may misrepresent the motivations of
Hasidic leaders who saw themselves as honest faith-healers or who viewed deception as
ultimately justified for the sake of truth (see section 1.2). Lefin, however, also rejected the idea
that falsehoods of these sorts could be justified.The selection below, from Lefin’s chapter on
“Truth” in his Book of Moral Accounting, shows his uncompromising devotion to values of



sincerity and honesty. Lefin insists that “even an offhand remark” must be true “in every respect,”
and “one must beware even of what only hints at being a lie, and of language that might be
ambiguous, and even of falsehoods that are not explicitly stated but that may be implied or
deduced.” Lefin believed that any sort of deceit was disgraceful, and that one must speak
honestly even when this will cause one to lose power, wealth, and money. Thus Lefin adjures his
audience to value moral duty over a concern for consequences. At the same time, however, he
assures readers that, in the long run, this approach to living will benefit them. The consequences
of lying will be devastating, whereas honesty will ultimately lead to good outcomes.Lefin’s Book
of Moral Accounting remains in print to this day, and its ethical perspectives continue to provide
guidance and inspiration to a diverse range of Orthodox and non-Orthodox Jews.7Menaḥem
Mendel Lefin, The Book of Moral Accounting (1808)Nothing should come out of your mouth, not
even an offhand remark, unless your heart can attest to its truth in every respect.Lying is a very
disgraceful sickness of the soul. At first, it emerges when pursuing the permitted pleasures of
money, honor, or being loved by one’s fellows; it then [encourages] forbidden pleasures; and in
the end one becomes conditioned to lies for their own sake. And when joined with the evil
inclination [yetzer ha-ra] to engage in idle talk, it will even lead to a desire to swear false oaths,
God forbid.For example: a boastful man exerts himself to the greatest degree to flaunt virtues
that he does not possess, and he strengthens himself so that he may deceive others with
mountains of proofs and exaggerations that are empty and void, in the hopes that they may
believe him. . . .But in the end, “a lie has no legs,”8 and even when [the liar] later speaks the truth,
no one will believe him. Such is the punishment for those who are boastful, hypocritical,
swindling, or deceitful: they are exposed, first to one person and then to another, until they are
known by all [for their lies] and are despised, debased, and hated by all.Therefore, when one
first [finds oneself telling a lie] one must scrutinize oneself and search for the source of one’s
sickness, so that one may root it out by training oneself in the character traits of humility, justice,
and silence; and afterward, one also needs training in the character trait of truthfulness, so that
one may fulfill the distinct commandment of “loving truth,” even when by doing so one will lose
the pleasures of money or what seems like honor. . . .And one must beware even of what only
hints at being a lie, and of language that might be ambiguous, and even of falsehoods that are
not explicitly stated but that may be implied or deduced, etc.—until one’s eyes are opened and
one sees the beauty of truth, and how beloved it is to the One-who-spoke-the-world-into-being,
who is called the God of Truth.91.2. Lies concerning TorahShlomo ha-Kohen Rabinovich (1803–
66) was a rabbi in the Polish town of Radomsk. After his appointment to his rabbinical post in
1834, he began to conduct himself as a Hasidic rebbe—a charismatic leader also known as a
tzaddik, a “righteous man.” Though Rabinovich was involved in disputes regarding his authority
and income with non-Hasidic leaders in Radomsk, he emerged victorious thanks to the
intervention of government authorities. Ultimately he became the founder of the influential
Radomsk Hasidic dynasty. His teachings, like those of many other Hasidic leaders, often
emphasize the authority of the tzaddik.10In the selection below, Rabinovich displays a sort of



Hasidic attitude toward truth that Menaḥem Mendel Lefin condemned. Rabinovich proposes that
rabbinical preachers may in fact deceive their audiences regarding the veracity of a story when
doing so can enable them to more effectively communicate their true insights into the Torah. He
points out that there is good precedent for such an approach: past rabbis, after all, engaged in a
similar sort of deceit when claiming that the story narrated in the biblical book of Job did in fact
happen, even though the Babylonian Talmud admitted that the story was in fact only a fable.
Rabinovich also references the traditional interpretation of a Talmudic dictum (BT Bava Metzi’a
23b–24a) that rabbis may deviate from the truth in certain situations, specifically in sharing about
others’ hospitality (to guard against their exploitation), in mentioning their own sexual behavior
(for reasons of modesty), and in discussing one’s studies (so as not to boast). As he notes, the
Penei Moshe Talmudic commentary (by Rabbi Moshe Margolies, d. 1781) linked the permission
to deceive others about one’s studies with a statement found in some manuscripts of the
Jerusalem Talmud (Berachot 14d): “All lies are bad, but lies concerning Torah are good.” Building
on these sources, Rabinovich asserts that rabbis may deceive others about matters of Torah, at
least in certain ways, “in order that one can make an impression on the heart of the
listener.”11Whereas Lefin had argued in favor of resisting the temptation to lie, with its (ultimately
false) promise of good consequences, Rabinovich contends that good consequences may
outweigh ordinary duties to be honest. Whereas Lefin warned against leaders who deceive their
followers, Rabinovich embraces an ethic whereby leaders may deceive their followers for the
sake of a greater good. Whereas Lefin described “awakening” as taking place when one’s “eyes
are opened” to the beauty of truth that demands honesty in all ways and circumstances,
Rabinovich explains how words of deceit may be necessary for opening hearts and awakening a
person to the beauty of higher truths.Shlomo Rabinovich, Sefer Nifla’ot ha-Tiferet Shlomo (mid-
nineteenth century)This is, surely, always good advice for anyone who preaches in public: if he
wants to offer a fable to explain words of Torah, he should not call it a “fable,” but rather
“something that happened,” because by doing so, the matter will make an impression in the
hearts of the listeners, arousing their imaginations and creating an opening to their hearts. . . .If
you were to ask how it is permitted to speak this lie—“that it was something that happened,”
when in truth it never was and never existed—you should see this explicit source in the
Babylonian Talmud (Ba va Batra 15a): “Job never was and never existed, but [his story] was only
a fable.” . . . Nonetheless, it is permitted to speak of it as something that actually happened, and
the reason is explained above: in order to make an impression for the one who listens, opening
the heart and arousing him from his sleep.And see the Jerusalem Talmud (Tractate Berachot
14d): Rabbi Yonah said in the name of Rabbi Yosi ben Gezerah, “All discussions are bad, except
discussions of Torah are good. All lies are bad, but lies concerning Torah are good”—he is
speaking of lying, for with Torah one can lie. And see the Penei Moshe [commentary on the
Jerusalem Talmud] there, as he explains that one is permitted to say, “I have not studied that
tractate,” referring to the Talmudic teaching [that one may deviate from the truth] regarding three
things [one’s studies and sexual behavior, and someone else’s hospitality] (Babylonian Talmud,



Bava Metzi’a 23b–24a). And the language of “lies concerning Torah” . . . has the intent that with
Torah matters, it is permitted to say that what never existed did exist and was something that
happened, in order to make an impression on the heart of the listener.121.3. Honesty about
Rabbinic JudaismOne of the nineteenth-century figures who shared Lefin’s devotion to sincerity
and honesty was Rabbi Samuel Holdheim (1806–60), the influential leader of the Reform
movement in Germany. But whereas Lefin was fully devoted to Rabbinic Judaism and saw the
classical Rabbis as honest and authoritative teachers, Holdheim viewed the Rabbis as having
distorted and falsified the nature of Jewish tradition.13So too he condemned modern scholars
who dishonestly misrepresented the ancient Rabbis. These scholars sought to further the cause
of Jewish emancipation—encouraging Christians to trust that Jews would be good citizens of
their modern nation-states—by arguing that Jewish traditions were rational, ethical, and based
on the same biblical texts revered by Christians. From this perspective, the Talmud and other
Rabbinic sources were to be admired for their biblically based rationality and ethical propriety.
Holdheim, however, pointed to irrational, unethical, non–biblically based teachings by the
Rabbis that such scholars ignored. Holdheim asserted that he was an intellectually honest
scholar who would never cover up the weaknesses of tradition. He was committed to exposing
the faults of Rabbinic Judaism (and some of its modern interpreters), in public at that.It is not
certain that Holdheim was the best spokesman on behalf of disinterested honesty. Indeed, his
adversary Rabbi Zacharias Frankel (leader of the more traditional faction of Reformers and a
major inspiration for the emergence of Conservative Judaism) accused Holdheim himself of
sometimes falsifying Jewish tradition for the sake of Jewish emancipation.14 We might also note
that while Holdheim showed a willingness to honestly confront some of the less politically
appealing aspects of Rabbinic tradition, he often misrepresented the Bible insofar as he
described it as embodying rational, ethical, and immutable divine truth while downplaying its
less politically appealing elements and human authorship.15Still, Holdheim offered an ethical
vision notable for its insistence on steering clear of political considerations and focusing on the
honest investigation of historical truth. In his 1844 response to Frankel’s critique, excerpted
below, he indicates that he sees such honesty as essential to the development of
Judaism.Holdheim’s insistence on honesty helped earn him the admiration of his colleagues
within the Reform movement and beyond, even as it provoked historians to improve on his
scholarship and develop more accurate understandings of Rabbinic Judaism.16Samuel
Holdheim, The Religious and the Political in Judaism (1844)We cannot ignore the fact that the
enemies of emancipation can and will misuse many of our statements and arguments to further
their own hostile causes. However, this consideration must not lead us to engage in the smallest
disguise or minutest ambiguity in our comments on the spirit, essence and contents of the
Talmud or of rabbinic Judaism. For this reason, we have never hesitated to call things by their
real names, nor have we ever tried to cover up any weaknesses, no matter how embarrassing
they might have seemed. . . .In order to purify our religious convictions, we must succeed in a
difficult and sacred fight against antiquated prejudices. Hence, from our point of view, we would



be committing a sin if we were to ignore the strict requirements of truth and religion for the sake
of emancipation, or if we were to permit any postponement of our search for religious truth for
fear that ruthless criticism of any false propositions in our earlier religious ideas and feelings
might harm our efforts to achieve emancipation. . . .We have a firm eye solely on the internal
religious conditions and circumstances, which call upon any individual, honest in professing his
religious faith and sincere in dealing with coreligionists, to engage in purifying critique and
investigation of the truth. . . .Here, whoever has the courage to recognize the truth and trust
therein, must struggle proactively on its behalf. . . . But we have faith in the good sense of the
people and the power of the truth, both of which shall soon dispel, at least among the Jews of
Germany, that spirit of falsehood and hypocrisy.171.4. Falsehood for the Sake of TruthRabbi
Eliyahu Eliezer Dessler (1892–1953) was a product of the Musar movement, a non-Hasidic
Lithuanian Orthodox movement that stressed the cultivation of virtues, especially through the
contemplative study of traditional musar literature. He became one of the leading figures of
haredi (ultra-Orthodox) Judaism in England (where he served at the Gateshead Yeshiva) and
then in Israel (where he served at the Ponevezh Yeshiva).Dessler’s work built not only on the
legacy of the Musar movement but also on a range of other traditionalist thinkers, including
Hasidic rabbis.18 Some of his teachings closely resemble those of earlier Hasidic thinkers, such
as his tenet that Jews must unquestioningly submit to the “Torah understanding” (da’at Torah)
promulgated by the greatest of rabbis.19The excerpt from Dessler’s writings below resembles
the teaching on “truth” offered by the Hasidic rabbi Shlomo Rabinovich (section 1.2). Like
Rabinovich, Dessler approached questions of honesty from a consequentialist point of view,
pointing to the value of deceit if it promoted what God would clearly regard as good
consequences. Dessler, though, developed a broad theory of truth and falsehood that goes well
beyond the rabbinical preaching of Rabinovich.As Dessler argues, that which produces good
effects is necessarily true and that which produces evil effects is necessarily false. If what seems
to be an untrue statement has good effects, it cannot be called untrue, since it ultimately
promotes truth—i.e., that which is “in accordance with the will of God.” As the scholar Jacob
Schacter has put it, for Dessler “truth has nothing to do with the reality of what was or is. Truth,
rather, is what is in keeping with God’s will.” Thus, Schacter writes, in certain cases “disregarding
historical accuracy . . . is precisely what the real truth requires, assuming, of course, that one
knows the truth about what the real truth requires.”20 Dessler believed, of course, that the
greatest of rabbinical authorities had deep insight into “what the real truth requires” and thus
should be followed in this regard. His teaching that Jews must accept the truth of such rabbis’
rulings, even when they may seem to defy empirical evidence, has remained influential in haredi
communities to this day.Dessler illustrates his theory with reference to the biblical story in which
Jacob deceives his father, Isaac (Gen. 27). As Dessler points out, Rabbinic tradition justifies
Jacob’s deceit, teaching that even though Jacob wept at the prospect of lying to his father, God
sent an angel to detain Esau and ensure that the deceit would be effective. God, Dessler
concludes, values doing what it takes to ensure the victory of “truth,” rather than always



demanding that the righteous are straightforwardly “honest.”Eliyahu Eliezer Dessler, Mikhtav me-
Eliyahu (mid-twentieth century)What is truth and what is falsehood? When we went to school we
were taught that truth is to tell the facts as they occurred and falsehood is to deviate from
this.This is true in simple cases, but in life many occasions arise when this simple definition no
longer holds good. Sometimes it may be wrong to “tell the truth” about our neighbor, unless
overriding purpose and necessity require this. And sometimes it may be necessary to change
details, when the plain truth would bring not benefit but injury. In such cases, what appears to be
true is false, since it produces evil effects; and what appears to be false may help to achieve the
truth.We had better define truth as that which is conducive to good and in conformity with the will
of the Creator, and falsehood as that which furthers the scheme of the Prince of Falsehood, the
power of evil in the world.It follows that no one can succeed in bringing his behavior into line with
the veritable truth as long as materialistic, selfish, and evil wills dominate his mind. His eyes will
be blinded and he will inevitably pervert everything to accord with his desires.The verse says:
“The remnant of Israel do no injustice and speak no falsehood” (Zephaniah 3:13). Who are they?
Presumably the same of whom it is said, “He forgives the sins of the remnant of his
inheritance” (Micah 7:18) and whom the rabbis describe as “those who make themselves a
remnant” (Yalkut Shimoni 449 on Micah 7:18). That is to say, they make “themselves”—their
selfish interests and material desires—a remnant; they give them a very low priority; their main
drive is for spiritual achievement. This is what ensures their truthfulness, honesty, and integrity in
all their dealings.One whose driving force is selfish ambition and material desire can never be
completely honest or reliable. His urge for gratification will always be stronger than his desire for
truth. Even though it happens that his statements or actions may sometimes accord with the
truth, they nevertheless count as false. In life everything is subordinate to the main aim. If one’s
aim is false all is false. . . .[In the biblical story where Jacob lies to his father in order to take
Esau’s blessing] it might seem that in this context Esau was the innocent party; he was only
doing what his father had commanded him; it was Jacob seemingly who was practicing deceit;
why then was an angel sent to prevent Esau from carrying out his commandment?The point is
that the Torah wishes to show us the heavenly judgment regarding truth and falsehood. Jacob
did an act which was outwardly deceitful, but in truth he did it unwillingly, weeping, and under
higher compulsion. He had no thought for himself; his purpose was solely to bring about that
result which would be in accordance with the will of God. “Falsehood for the sake of truth”—such
as this—is truth.211.5. Honesty about Jews and GentilesThe American-born Orthodox rabbi
Meir Kahane (1932–90) immigrated to Israel in 1971 and represented his ultranationalist Kach
Party in the Israeli parliament (Knesset) from 1984 to 1988, until the party was banned on
account of its racism. An outspoken advocate of Jewish militancy, terrorism, and supremacism,
Kahane professed that Jews were superior to non-Jews and empowered to cleanse the Land of
Israel of non-Jewish influences. Even though his views were widely seen as anathema to
mainstream Judaism, he attained significant influence in his lifetime both in Israel and the United
States, and his ideas continue to play an important role in contemporary Jewish public



discourse.22Like Dessler, the other Israeli Orthodox rabbi profiled in this chapter, Kahane
forcefully advocated for the truths of Torah. But, unlike Dessler, Kahane did not advance any
theories about “falsehood for the sake of truth.” He consistently extolled the value of intellectual
honesty, especially when it came to presenting controversial sources from Rabbinic literature. In
particular, Kahane championed the importance of accurately quoting and interpreting Rabbinic
sources that Jews seeking integration with non-Jews preferred to remove from the historical
record.In this very specific way, Kahane was an ally of Samuel Holdheim. Considerably unlike
Holdheim, though, Kahane hoped that the world would reject the ideal of “integrating” Jews into
non-Jewish societies. He maintained that an honest confrontation with Rabbinic traditions would
ultimately help non-Jews and Jews alike to recognize that Jews were superior to non-Jews and
that—to use the language of the text below—they must live in Israel, “a single, distinctive land of
their own, isolated from gentile and foreign influences which can and must influence and corrupt
the pure totality and distinctiveness of G-d’s society.” Kahane relentlessly directed his readers to
Rabbinic texts that emphasized the Jews’ chosen status, superiority, purity, and need to be
isolated from non-Jews. Jews were meant to be living in the Land of Israel under the authority of
Torah, not governed by foreign concepts in foreign lands.Despite Kahane’s avowed commitment
to honesty, however, he ignored texts at odds with his political vision. Like Holdheim, who
described the Bible as a source of immutable divine truth that supported his outlook, Kahane
described not only the Bible but also the Talmuds and other Rabbinic texts as sources of
immutable divine truth that confirmed his views, and he did not acknowledge traditions that
challenged them.Fundamentally, however, Kahane and Holdheim’s views could not have been
more different, and Kahane accused Holdheim of ultimately misrepresenting Jewish tradition. In
Kahane’s eyes, the Reform movement was “conceived in guile,” advancing the lie that the Torah
was compatible with integration into non-Jewish societies. Kahane singled out Holdheim for
covering up traditions that emphasized the value of the Land of Israel and Jewish peoplehood—
essentially for misrepresenting Judaism in order to promote the goal of political
emancipation.23Further, from Kahane’s point of view, it was not just Reform Jews who were
engaging in serious forms of deceit. Elsewhere in his article “Jew, Gentile, Judaism and
Honesty,” excerpted below, Kahane also lambasted Modern Orthodox Jews, Conservative Jews,
and secular Jews who joined Reform Jews in their “obsessive, desperate need to pronounce
that Judaism decrees” the equality of Jews and gentiles. Kahane especially reproved liberal
American Jews of these diverse stripes as pathetically eager to promulgate the falsehood that
the Torah affirms Jeffersonian values regarding equality and democracy.24 He accused
American Jews of acting dishonestly so as to maintain their pleasure-filled lives in the “gentile
Eden” of America, rather than living the harsher lives they were meant to have in their homeland,
Israel.Like Lefin, Kahane depicted his adversaries in polemical, stereotypical terms. Though he
claimed to be speaking honestly, he often misrepresented the motivations of American Jews,
which could hardly be reduced to desires for acceptance and pleasure. Like so many other
polemicists on behalf of honesty, Kahane was hardly honest when it came to acknowledging the



perspectives of his opponents.Meir Kahane, “Jew, Gentile, Judaism and Honesty” (1985)The
Rabbis say that the seal of the All Mighty is truth [BT Shabbat 55a], for it is truth and only truth
that is light unto our feet, that gives life meaning and direction. Truth leads us by the hand down
the proper path so that we know where we are meant to go, what we are meant to be. And if truth
is the lamp that guides us, then falsehood is the darkness and confusion that surrounds the
helpless traveler, lost and undecided, wandering as an eternal Cain, forever without compass,
direction and knowledge.And truth is the eternal victim of the man it seeks to guide! For while
truth is light, it is often a painful light, one that we douse and extinguish, preferring the confusion
of falsehood with its comfortable, dark delusions, not knowing that they precede destruction,
and this applies to all that we do, even or especially to the great Torah concepts which, alone,
are the reason for the creation of a world and us.The truths of Torah are daily victims of both vile
and wicked men, as well as those who are simply ignorant or terribly frightened. But the reality is
that the ultimate victims are precisely those who kill the truth. For they douse the light that would
lead them to that goal of creation which G-d decrees and demands. Those who victimize Torah
concepts by perverting and twisting and deforming them, those who dig a pit in which to bury
Torah truths—in reality dig the pit in which they must eventually fall.There is no greater sin than
that of the counterfeiting of truth. For such a man passes on falsehood to others, to generations,
becoming the false prophet who deceives the Jew while desecrating G-d’s creation, and this is
the disease and crime of our age, this is the spiritual AIDS of our times.They band together, an
unlikely rag-tag army bearing high the banner of falsehood. . . . They all live in a world of gentiles,
loving every material moment of it even as they tremble at the thought of being driven East of
this gentile Eden.And so, theirs becomes an obsessive, desperate need to pronounce that
Judaism decrees that gentile and Jew are the same. But despite their most tenacious efforts to
persuade themselves that G-d did appear in the form of Thomas Jefferson at Sinai to give the
Jews a Torah made up of equality of Jew and gentile, a serpent has slithered into their Garden to
shout: Fraud! Nonsense! Judaism differentiates, separates and declares the two to be of
different and unequal status. . . . The All Mighty wishes the Jews to live as a collective and create
a special, holy people . . . [which] can only be done if they live in a single, distinctive land of their
own, isolated from gentile and foreign influences which can and must influence and corrupt the
pure totality and distinctiveness of G-d’s society.251.6. “Preaching against the Text”One of the
most influential figures in shaping Jewish feminism, the American theologian Judith Plaskow (b.
1947), has focused much of her writing on exposing the patriarchal nature of traditional Jewish
theology and on developing alternative Jewish feminist theologies. Her major work, Standing
Again at Sinai, has been described as having “transformed contemporary Judaism” by
demanding a revolt against patriarchy and reshaping Judaism based on the experiences of
women.26 In that book and elsewhere in her work, Plaskow also developed an honest
understanding of historiography, describing women’s presence in Jewish history and explaining
how the past has been recorded by men who made tenuous claims to authority as they operated
from their own patriarchal assumptions.27The selection below originated as an address to



Reform rabbis during a 1997 ordination ceremony at the Hebrew Union College–Jewish Institute
of Religion in Cincinnati. Plaskow accused liberal Jews of intellectual dishonesty in ignoring
traditional Jewish texts that did not accord with their sensibilities. She asserted the importance
of honestly confronting texts that promote injustice—such as the biblical book of Hosea, which
suggests that it is appropriate to respond to a promiscuous wife with abuse.Plaskow thus agreed
with Kahane that liberal Jews were misrepresenting Jewish traditions by failing to confront
painful texts. But whereas Kahane wanted Jews to read—and then embrace—these teachings,
certain as he was that they were divine and true, Plaskow called for Jews to read—and then
forcibly reject—these teachings, certain as she was that they were problematic, humanly
created texts. For example, she taught that studying the opening chapters of the book of Hosea
is valuable not because its misogyny should be affirmed but because its misogyny must be
rejected. Studying texts that justify abuse, she argued, can encourage discussion “about the
reality of abuse, its origins and emotional dynamics—and how one can learn to refuse it.”A
century-and-a-half earlier, Holdheim had also called on Reform Jews to honestly acknowledge
and reject troubling texts. But whereas Holdheim asked his audience to reject (certain) Rabbinic
texts, while affirming the truth of the Bible, Plaskow asked for the rejection of (certain) biblical
texts. Ultimately, she encouraged a new generation of Reform rabbis to face up to troubling
traditions and “preach against the text.”Judith Plaskow, “Preaching against the Text” (1997)A
rabbi friend once told me that when he was a student at Hebrew Union College, he was taught
never to preach against the weekly Torah portion. Instead, he should always seek out something
positive in the text that he could lift up as a moral or spiritual lesson that would instruct and
inspire. This advice captures a central strategy of many liberal Jews who grapple with issues of
continuity and change in relation to Jewish tradition. One way of maintaining a connection with
tradition is to affirm its values when they accord with contemporary sensibilities—and ignore
them when they do not. . . .[But] it is intellectually dishonest to focus simply on the positive
aspects of tradition. Individual religious ideas and values have contexts; they are connected to
other ideas. They are parts of systems that seek to express and establish particular worldviews.
Why engage with tradition if we’re not prepared to look at the ways it shapes us for good and for
evil? . . . To wrench what we like out of context and ignore the rest is to engage in a kind of
pretense, to act as if we were deriving our values from tradition when what we are actually doing
is seeking support for our own convictions.Such intellectual dishonesty might be excused were it
to serve a spiritual purpose. But . . . failure to grapple with the hard parts of tradition is spiritually
and socially corrosive, because it leaves destructive ideas intact to shape our consciousness
and affect our hearts and minds. . . .Remaining silent about the negative aspects of tradition not
only leaves them to do their work in the world; it also deprives us of an important spiritual
resource. In congregations, in Hillels, and in other places rabbis serve, many Jews are in pain.
Sometimes they . . . feel they have been wounded directly by some aspect of Jewish tradition.
More often, they have been hurt by injustices or abuse described and sometimes reinscribed by
tradition, but not immediately attributable to its influence. . . . What they frequently need and seek



are not simply spiritual ideals they can counterpose to the bitterness of their experiences, but
places to name and explore the contours and causes of their pain. Passages like the Haftorah
[ the first chapters of the book of Hosea, which describe a wife as deserving abuse] provide
wonderful starting points to talk about the reality of abuse, its origins and emotional dynamics—
and how one can learn to refuse it. . . .I do not believe that we have any choice other than to
make choices about what we accept and repudiate in tradition. But we do have a choice as to
whether we leave the negative to do its silent, poisonous work like an old family secret, or
whether we turn and grapple with ambiguity and ugliness, and force them to yield up meaning.
Confronting the hard places in tradition and in our lives is neither comfortable nor easy. But it is a
necessary step in shaping a Judaism that is inclusive and life-giving, in continuity with tradition
and yet responsive to the contemporary world.281.7. Pride and Patriotism Come FirstDaniel
Lapin (b. 1947) is a South African–born American Orthodox rabbi, conservative political activist,
and business consultant. Though he did not grow up immersed in the Musar movement to nearly
the extent that Dessler did, Lapin also had strong ties to the movement, receiving much of his
Torah education at the Gateshead Yeshiva where Dessler had served. He has dedicated his
career to promoting the study of virtue and teaching “ancient Jewish wisdom” in the United
States, especially to conservative Christian audiences.29 His work has especially championed
the idea that Jews and Christians should unite in defense of conservative values found within
both Jewish and Christian traditions.30In his 1999 book America’s Real War, which defends
traditional “Judeo-Christian” values as foundational to America, Lapin calls for Jews to be more
honest in acknowledging the similar conservative values of Judaism and Christianity; the gifts
that Christianity has given the United States and the world; and the ways that liberal secularism
threatens Judaism, Christianity, and the United States as a whole.31 Lapin also asks his readers
to be honest in acknowledging the greatness of America—“the greatest country of our time,” with
a “civilization superior to most others.”32 Though he cautions against ignoring America’s faults
and problems, Lapin is appalled by the liberal idea that honesty particularly requires focusing on
the failings of one’s country and its founders. Especially in teaching children, he avows,
educators should first focus on honesty about that which is most honorable in America’s past
before moving on to honesty about America’s faults. He suggests in the excerpt below, for
example, that students should acknowledge the greatness of America’s founding ideals of
equality before confronting its history of racial injustices.In some ways Lapin is like Meir Kahane:
an Orthodox rabbi supportive of certain forms of “religious Zionism,” a defender of culturally
conservative values, and an outspoken opponent of Jewish liberals who he believes
misrepresent Judaism as being aligned with liberal values.33 But while Kahane denigrated all
non-Jewish cultures, Lapin praises Christianity, seeing its values as aligned with Judaism. While
Kahane critiqued Jews who attempted to integrate into non-Jewish countries, Lapin defends the
Jewish presence in America and relates to his country with great pride. And while Kahane
rejected Jewish discourse about human equality, Lapin sees greatness in this idea and urges
that it be taught to children in America.Daniel Lapin, America’s Real War (1999)If a nation



preserves its national identity by recalling its origins, then it follows that a nation should recall
and honor its founding fathers. Three times a day Jews say a prayer that commences with the
words, “God of our fathers, God of Abraham, God of Isaac and God of Jacob.” . . . It would be
hard to find a more important characteristic of durable nations than an ever-present awareness
of fathers. . . .A number of years ago, one of our summer sailing trips took my family to British
Columbia at the time of Expo 86. We docked our boat . . . and eagerly disembarked to enjoy the
many exhibits from foreign countries. . . . We eagerly anticipated America’s pavilion and looked
forward to instilling our children with pride in their homeland. To our dismay, this was not to
be. . . . One left the pavilion feeling that America was a failure, embarrassed to belong to such a
bumbling country. I am not suggesting that . . . we totally ignore our problems and failings. But
surely there is a middle course, where we can be honest about both our problems and triumphs,
rather than focus only on the latter in a misguided attempt at revisionistic humility.My wife was
once asked to review the reading list for a third grade class in a private school. She disapproved
of many of the books. Let me give you one example why. There wasn’t an inherent problem with
the choice of an excellent book, Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry, by Mildred Taylor. The book is a
well-written depiction of the injustices suffered by Southern blacks. My wife’s concern was that
this book was going to be read by students who . . . knew nothing of those who had made
incredible sacrifices for racial equality. These students did not yet even know the phrase, “All
men are created equal.” There was nothing to place the book, with its valid criticisms of societal
injustice, in context. Surely, children should be exposed to pride and patriotism in their country
first, for only after that base has been established are they able to put in perspective any wrongs
the country has committed. Honoring our country and its history is a traditional Judeo-Christian
principle.341.8. We All Struggle with HonestyAbigail Treu, a Conservative rabbi, wrote the Torah
commentary below while serving as a Rabbinic Fellow at the Jewish Theological Seminary of
America in New York City. In this role, as in her more recent position as director of the Center for
Jewish Living at one of the largest Jewish Community Centers in the world (the Marlene
Meyerson JCC in New York), Treu’s work has often focused on making Jewish experiences and
traditions more accessible and meaningful to American Jewish adults.35Her commentary on the
lies that Jacob tells his father Isaac, excerpted below, depicts Jacob as a figure who, like all
human beings, struggles to be appropriately honest. Treu’s perspective on Jacob’s deception
stands in stark contrast to Dessler’s view. Rather than accept midrashic interpretations that seek
to justify Jacob’s lying, she asks readers to acknowledge the Torah’s depiction of Jacob as
flawed. Rather than idealizing founding fathers and defending their honor and greatness, as
Lapin might prefer, she urges readers to recognize a Patriarch like Jacob as a complex,
challenged, and struggling human being, like the rest of us.Ultimately, Treu views Jacob as a
source of inspiration, a “worthy . . . patriarch,” especially because he matures, eventually turning
away from lying and cheating. As far as we are concerned, then, we are to emulate Jacob by
struggling as he did to become more honest.Like Lefin, Treu refers to the yetzer ha-ra, the evil
inclination, which can tempt human beings to speak wrongly. Yet while Lefin views lying as



entirely disgraceful, Treu is far more forgiving, intimating that it need not be a source of shame. In
Treu’s view, lying is part of being human. Since we all partake in this behavior, we should accept
it, refrain from harsh self-recriminations when we err, and continue to struggle to overcome
it.Notably, in the full commentary from which this excerpt comes, Treu discusses her own
childhood memory of concealing a truth from her mother. Unlike some figures in this chapter
who seem fully confident about their own honesty, Treu would appear to take a more honest
approach in acknowledging the struggles we all face.Abigail Treu, “Our Lying
Patriarch” (2009)The most egregious instance of Jacob’s less-than-honorable behavior comes in
Parashat Tol’dot [Gen. 27] when, at his mother’s suggestion, he dons a costume; appears before
his old, blind father; and uses a lie to steal the blessing intended for his twin brother Esau. . . .Of
course, interpreters throughout the ages have sought to “correct” the story so as to bolster
Jacob’s ethical position. . . . [But] what do we gain if we accept the story at face value?What we
gain is a mirror. I wonder if our discomfort in reading Jacob’s moral failure here (and elsewhere)
is a reflection of the discomfort we feel internally as we struggle with our own morality. We all
learned, at some point in life, that we could lie. We all got away with it at some point (in our
childhood at least), and had to teach ourselves to refrain from such behavior. Reading the story
literally and accepting Jacob’s lie means that we don’t have to pretend that we are all as
innocent as George Washington, who “could not tell a lie,” and frees us up to focus inward.
Rather than project a holier-than-thou expectation onto Jacob, we can use Parashat Tol’dot as
an invitation to scrutinize our own lies and sibling rivalries.We descend from a patriarch who
struggled with his yetzer ha-ra, his own temptations to do wrong. So too, each of us struggles.
Reading this story without rushing to defend Jacob reminds us that each of us has the capacity
to be a liar and a cheat, or a person of integrity and honor. When we hear of the latest scandal
involving a bribe, a swindle, marital infidelity, whichever vice du jour lands on the front pages, we
are incensed, indignant. But when we read Tol’dot, we remember—if we choose not to exonerate
Jacob—the adjuration of Rabbi Yohanan ben Zakai (BT Berakhot 28b): “May you fear heaven
more than you fear one another.” Each of us is tempted every day in so many ways, and the
integrity that comes from a life of honesty is sacred because it is so difficult to achieve.The
important thing is that Jacob outgrows the behavior we see and dislike. By the time he matures
into the father of twelve tribes, he has struggled with God and come to the realization that God
dwells in “this place” in ways he did not know in his youth. We don’t need to pretend that Jacob
never lied; we need to realize that Jacob did lie and cheat, and that he successfully struggled to
abandon those behaviors. That is what makes him worthy of being our patriarch.361.9. An
Orthodox Travesty of Intellectual DeceptionEarlier in this chapter, we saw Kahane and Plaskow
critique particular kinds of dishonesty they found in liberal Jewish communities. In the selection
below, Shmuly Yanklowitz (b. 1981), an American rabbi affiliated with Orthodoxy’s most liberal
wing (Open Orthodoxy), critiques Orthodox Jews for the particular kinds of dishonesty he finds
in Orthodox communities.Here, Yanklowitz is responding to his teacher Marc Shapiro’s book
Changing the Immutable: How Orthodox Judaism Rewrites Its History (2015), which documents



how ideas such as Rabinovich’s and Dessler’s have encouraged Orthodox Jews, especially
haredi Jews, to misrepresent Jewish history by covering up or lying about aspects of that history
that do not fit with Orthodox sensibilities. Shapiro demonstrates, for example, that haredi Jews
have excised views from traditional texts that might appear too sympathetic to the Haskalah,
Zionism, feminism, or other approaches rejected by present-day haredi authorities. Some haredi
publications have also doctored photographs to remove men with problematic viewpoints and,
moreover, cropped out women altogether, following decrees that publishing images of women is
immodest.In response to this phenomenon, Yanklowitz seeks to develop a new Orthodox ethic.
He admits that, on the one hand, classical Rabbinic texts offer some good reasons to be less
than fully forthcoming about the truth; and he rejects the sort of approach associated with the
philosopher Immanuel Kant that requires honesty in all instances without regard for
consequences. Nonetheless, he critiques haredi models of rabbinical authority, developed by
figures such as Dessler, that allow rabbis to withhold access to texts and certain forms of truth.
Yanklowitz describes contemporary haredi censors as engaged in a “travesty of intellectual
deception” and urges that their publications be regarded with skepticism, as they may have
undergone censorship. All in all, he proposes that his fellow Orthodox Jews respond by
embracing intellectual honesty: “promot[ing] rigorous study with honest and critical analysis,
making it accessible to all, and moving away from unchecked centralized rabbinic authority.”
Moreover, pushing back against those who would define religious truth in simple terms (such as
Kahane, who was certain about the “truths of Torah”), Yanklowitz calls for “embracing the
complexity of Jewish history and tradition.” While some traditionalist Orthodox rabbis have
argued that Yanklowitz misrepresents what can count as authentic “Orthodoxy,” Yanklowitz has
played an important role in shaping an “open Orthodox” approach that supports controversial
perspectives, including those discussed in the excerpt below.37Shmuly Yanklowitz, “Holy
Lies?” (2015)There is some Talmudic basis for censorship and distortion. . . . The rabbis teach
halakhah ve’ein morin ken (this is the halakhah, but we do not teach it). The Rabbis (BT Shabbat
153b) view this as a Divine mandate based upon the teaching that “it is the glory of God to
conceal a thing” (Proverbs 25:2). Further, at times halakhah allows one to alter the truth mipnei
darkhei shalom (for the sake of peace), and some have even taught that we should alter
religious truths and halakhah to establish peace “between us and our Father in Heaven.”
Although there were many religious exceptions to the pursuit of truth, we can only presume that
outside of these few selected areas, the sages were committed to the highest order to the Torah
value of truth. The intentions in censorship were likely good: protect sages’ honor, promote
modesty, enhance peace, foster understanding, etc. These positive intentions are mitigating
factors in this intentional deviation from the honest transmission of Torah and history.To be sure,
Kant’s categorical imperative is not compatible with the Jewish tradition: telling the truth is not
absolute for the Torah. For example, saving a life trumps telling the truth. In the classical critique
of Kant, if a Nazi came to one’s door, should not a person not tell the truth that Jews are in the
basement?But here [in cases of haredi censorship] the stakes were much lower and lines were



crossed that should never have been. . . . Earlier rabbinic texts that demonstrate a value higher
than truth do not necessarily validate Haredi distortions of truth; Jewish tradition often treats
these texts as problems themselves. So how do we in turn respond to the travesty of intellectual
deception fully infiltrating not only our religious academies and systems of outreach, but also
Jewish history itself?Here are a few different proposals to grapple with:1. We must promote
rigorous study with honest and critical analysis, making it accessible to all and moving away
from unchecked centralized rabbinic authority. This move would necessarily subvert communal
hierarchical structures that leave others, especially women, powerless and alienated. Everyone,
who so desires, must be granted authentic access to the true law and true narrative. There is
indeed a sacred responsibility for scholars to transmit a powerful transformative Torah that helps
others grow, but in our day it must be with higher transparency.2. Ultra-Orthodox works
published in the twenty-first century must be read with greater skepticism, and one must be
prepared to verify all facts and translations in order to properly understand an issue. There are
those who want their Torah to be censored by others they trust and that is fine. But for those of
us trying to access the authentic Torah tradition, we must work harder in our critical
scholarship.3. We should begin to embrace pluralism more deeply as a reaction against the
current trends toward unswerving absolutism. Embracing the complexity of Jewish history and
tradition with full honesty and transparency leads us to understand the diversity of views that
existed in the past and that exist today and lessens the need to carve out a false monolithic
image of halakhah or Torah values. This moves us toward greater tolerance and epistemic
humility.4. We must raise the standards for intellectual integrity within our own communities by
never altering facts to serve our arguments. We can learn to cherish our own values while never
allowing them to blind us to the values of truth, transparency and intellectual diversity.We need
to work harder to cultivate trust in our fellow Jewish traveler. We can share the complexity of our
tradition while trusting and empowering other Jews to create their own meaning and
decisions.381.10. Honesty without Meaning-MakingThe work of Emily Filler (b. 1980), a scholar
of modern Jewish philosophy and professor of Jewish Studies at Washington and Lee
University, has focused on the uneasy relationship that modern Jews have had with violent and
ethically troubling Jewish texts.39 In the short essay below, she shifts from considering
confrontations with difficult texts to confrontations with difficult and violent histories. Filler asks
her readers to look directly at the violence of the twentieth century, including violence committed
against Jews and violence committed by Jews.Filler responds directly to Judith Plaskow’s
appeal for intellectual honesty concerning Jewish texts (section 1.6). While she supports
Plaskow’s call for honesty, she raises questions regarding her call for Jews to engage with
difficult traditions and thereby force them to “yield up meaning.” In confronting catastrophes such
as the Holocaust, and then the Nakba (the dispossession of Palestinians carried out for the sake
of the State of Israel), Filler points to the value of a kind of honesty that acknowledges
irrevocable loss and “refuses . . . to do the work of meaning-making.” In her view, honestly
confronting disaster requires confronting meaninglessness and destruction that can never be



fully restored.Filler’s call to confront not only crimes carried out by Nazis but also crimes carried
out by the founders of Israel also clearly contrasts with Daniel Lapin’s charge to honor the
founding fathers of nations and place their wrongdoings in a context that allows the nation to be
viewed more positively (see section 1.7). Filler does not want readers to honor the founders of
Israel who perpetrated destructive acts; nor does she seek to qualify and contextualize the
crimes in order to ameliorate them. Filler asks us to see catastrophe clearly and honestly, and to
refuse to find meaning or hope within it.Emily Filler, “The Honesty of Radical
Pessimism” (2022)In her very important reflection on the necessity of intellectual honesty, Judith
Plaskow argues that Jewish readers and communities must commit to grappling with the many
difficult and troubling parts of Jewish text and tradition, instead of ignoring them while they do
their “silent, poisonous work” in our lives and the lives of others. We must, rather, confront such
texts, forcing them to “yield up meaning,” as difficult and painful as such textual and communal
confrontation may be.I certainly agree. But perhaps I would like to call for a kind of honesty—not
only toward our texts, but our recent history—that refuses for the moment even to do the work of
meaning-making. Perhaps to even begin a process of textual or historical transformation first
requires an acknowledgement of the depth and irrevocability of loss. Can we insist on a kind of
truthfulness that grapples with the depths of disaster?We need not look far. The twentieth
century presents us with two extended disasters that cry out for this sort of radical and
pessimistic honesty. Between 1933 and 1945, most of Europe’s Jews were murdered, their
bodies flung into trenches or turned to ash, their villages and shuls and Torahs destroyed. Of
course, there is no shortage of theorization about the meaning, historical and philosophical, of
this particular monstrosity. But perhaps honestly acknowledging the depth of the Holocaust
requires a momentary refusal to make any meaning of it at all, but rather to simply insist on the
bleak reality and ludicrous meaninglessness of such destruction.I will go further. It is not
uncommon to hear the creation of the state of Israel invoked as a point of Jewish hope after the
unthinkable devastation of European Jewry. But what would it take for us to confront the
consequences of the state, just as Plaskow calls us to confront the consequences of our
destructive and oft-ignored troubling texts? To be intellectually honest in this moment might
require us to acknowledge, without qualification or excuse, the catastrophe that the state of
Israel was—is—for Palestinians. What depth of honesty is necessary to look squarely at the
dispossession of Palestinian homes, land, and olive groves required for the state to come into
being, and to know that those things can never be restored? That even in the event of
meaningful political compromise or financial reparation, things have been broken that can never
again be made whole?There seems to me to be a radical honesty in our willingness to look at
the brutal depths of a disaster and then decline to look beyond it—even for the entirely
understandable and important work of locating larger meaning or seeking to repair. Perhaps the
beginning of intellectual honesty is the willingness to speak the truth of a disaster aloud, to
acknowledge its irrevocability, and to nevertheless refuse to look away.40ConclusionAs the array
of perspectives in this chapter demonstrates, modern Jewish thinkers have taken diverse



positions on how one should best understand, love, and commit oneself to truth and
honesty.Some Jewish thinkers have emphasized the duty to be honest without respect to
consequences; others have stressed that good consequences outweigh one’s duty to be
honest.Some Jewish thinkers have defined truth as that which corresponds to empirical facts;
others have defined truth in terms of its coherence with other ideas they are certain are
true.Some Jewish thinkers have supported creating fictions in service of larger truths; others
have derided such fictions as misrepresenting the past.Some Jewish thinkers have sought to
depict widely accepted Jewish traditions as representing “truth”; others have invoked honesty in
challenging the authority of such traditions.Some Jewish thinkers have believed that
authoritative leaders may lie in service of a greater “truth”; other Jewish thinkers have found truth
in challenging traditional authority structures.Some Jewish thinkers have admired the deceitful
words and actions of biblical Patriarchs, such as Jacob; others have rejected the idea that such
deceit can be admirable.Some Jewish thinkers have expressed concern about truth-telling that
challenges patriotism; other Jewish thinkers have emphasized that truth requires exposing the
faults of nations and their founders.Some Jewish thinkers have viewed honesty as a source of
meaning; others have emphasized that honesty may require confronting meaninglessness.And
these are only some of the disagreements that modern Jewish thinkers have had surrounding
the value, function, and cultivation of honesty and a love of truth.Still, the diverse figures profiled
in this chapter would all agree that developing appropriate honesty and love of truth requires
more than rules and laws. All would agree on the importance of moral character, and on the
need for a kind of musar—the cultivation of a virtuous disposition toward the truth—even as they
fiercely disagree on the nature and function of that disposition.2Curiosity and Inquisitiveness
(Sakranut/Ḥakranut)The disposition to be interested in and to want to learn new things, a quality
generally described in English with the word curiosity (in Hebrew, sakranut) or, sometimes, with
the word inquisitiveness (in Hebrew, ḥakranut), is seldom singled out as a virtue in premodern
musar literature. While that literature often encourages the disposition to want to study Torah,
and sometimes encourages wonder about the nature of the created world, curiosity and
inquisitiveness became popular and central virtues only among modern Jewish thinkers,
especially as they explored new fields beyond the bounds of traditional Jewish learning. This
shift was spurred along by the leaders of the late eighteenth-century Haskalah (Jewish
Enlightenment) movement, whose adherents—such as Baruch Lindau, discussed in section 2.1
—sought to promote modern scientific inquiry as something desired by God.Compared with
figures from the Haskalah, many later Jewish intellectuals who praised scientific inquiry such as
Benjamin Gruenberg (section 2.3) were less tied to God-language or Jewish traditions and
sometimes viewed Jewish traditions as impediments to proper inquiry. On the other hand,
contemporary Jewish thinkers who see curiosity as a virtue are often deeply engaged with
Jewish traditions. This is certainly true among rabbis such as Danya Ruttenberg (section 2.7),
who encourages curiosity about traditional Jewish texts and practices; Jamie Arnold (section
2.8), who sees the Garden of Eden story as offering a model for curiosity; and Amy Eilberg



(section 2.9), who encourages curiosity about those with whom one is in conflict, building on
Jewish traditions about relating to enemies.But while many modern Jewish thinkers have written
about curiosity and inquisitiveness in positive terms, others have pointed out that inquisitiveness
may be a vice if it seeks knowledge improperly, seeks worthless or incorrect knowledge, or is
overly attached to knowledge of certain kinds. Gruenberg, for example, asserts that
inquisitiveness is a virtue only when it is guided by the scientific method. Coming from a very
different perspective in section 2.2, Naḥman of Bratslav rejects inquisitiveness that challenges
what he sees as the proper boundaries of authority. In section 2.4, Eliyahu Eliezer Dessler
values curiosity directed toward “Torah” in a narrow sense but views most other forms of curiosity
as sinful. In section 2.5, Joseph Soloveitchik stresses that inquisitiveness should be guided by a
focus on Jewish law. In section 2.6, Abraham Joshua Heschel insists that one recognize the
limits of curiosity and focus one’s attention on qualities of wonder and radical amazement. And
in section 2.10, Sandra Lawson points out that curiosity about other people may cause deep
harm, especially when that curiosity comes from a place of privilege. In short, modern Jewish
thinkers have often valued curiosity and inquisitiveness but in different ways, while pointing to
diverse problems that may result from these qualities.2.1. The Inquisitive MaskilIn the late
eighteenth century, a group of Prussian Jewish intellectuals laid the groundwork for the
Haskalah, a cultural-renewal movement (sometimes described as “the Jewish Enlightenment”)
that promoted a broad general education for Jews encompassing non-Jewish literature, science,
and philosophy. These maskilim (advocates of Haskalah, “intellectuals”), often calling
themselves ḥokrim (inquirers), enthusiastically promoted inquisitiveness. As the historian
Shmuel Feiner has put it, “Intense curiosity and a strong drive to acquire knowledge not easily
accessible within the culture of the traditional Jewish society were the hallmarks of the early
maskilim.”1Baruch Lindau (1759–1849) was among the intellectuals who urged fellow Jews to
seek out new scientific knowledge. He himself sought to transmit such knowledge in his own
works, which often translated the writings of non-Jewish authors. His Hebrew-language science
textbook, Reishit Limmudim (The beginning of studies)—largely an abridgment, adaptation, and
translation of a German textbook—was widely used by Jews seeking scientific knowledge in the
late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.2 Notably, Lindau’s curiosity about human
diversity was linked with a desire to hierarchically categorize human beings. He divided them
into black- and white-skinned groups and promulgated the racist view that white skin is linked
with greater beauty, morality, and intelligence. His belief that Jews were “white” would come to
take hold among many later Jews (see section 2.10).3In the selection below, from an article in
which Lindau discusses the process of collecting pearls at sea, he shares his appreciation of
inquisitiveness as a gift from God, a spur to human inventiveness, and an aid to prosperity and
human rule over the rest of creation. He ends by encouraging his readers to learn more by
reading recent, non-Jewish scientific literature. He does not want his readers to bow to
traditional Jewish authorities but rather to give in to the “temptation” (or “inducement”) to seek
out new knowledge and to learn from new kinds of “sages”: natural philosophers, who would



soon come to be known as “scientists.”Baruch Lindau, “The History of Natural
Species” (1788)Ever since God first created the human being, a passion has been instilled
within his heart and a capacity for inventiveness has been born within him that tempts him to
search and seek to know everything that occurs beneath the sun, and to reveal the wonders and
secrets of nature, how one may gain some benefit from it that will add to science or wealth . . .
and through the effort and diligence of that capacity, which neither slumbers nor sleeps in the
heart of all who are wise at heart, the benefits to the existence and glorification of the human
race will multiply greatly. . . . And without this wonder and excitement in the soul, a person would
not lift his hand or foot and speak of all this wisdom and science. . . .[In some cases] natural
philosophers have gained greater wisdom in our age, disagreeing with earlier authorities. . . .
[God] placed the human being on the earth to rule over all, and endowed him with
understanding, knowledge, and intellect to investigate what is hidden in nature and to reveal its
mystery. And if these words of mine are [too] brief, here is a gift that will quench the thirst of your
soul: do go to a sage, behold and read the books of the natural philosophers. . . .42.2. The
Inquisitive TzaddikThe Hasidic leader Rabbi Naḥman of Bratslav (or “Breslov,” Ukraine) (1772–
1810), like other leaders of Hasidism, had a very different attitude toward the science and
literature produced by non-Jews. With characteristic xenophobia, Naḥman viewed all such
“wisdom” (and non-Jews in general) as linked with the “Other Side”: the realm of cosmic
impurity.In the selections below, Naḥman describes foreign “wisdom” as a form of prohibited
leavening (ḥametz) that “soured” and added impurity to Jewish minds. He counsels Jews to
seek wisdom only from the tzaddik, the true rabbinical leader of one’s generation, who links God
and Israel (the Jewish people). The true tzaddik—which Naḥman seems to believe himself to be
—should always be trusted and should never be questioned. Naḥman’s Hasidic ideology,
granting total authority to the charismatic rabbi, demands that the inquisitiveness of ordinary
Jews be limited.By contrast, Naḥman asserts, the tzaddik himself is distinguished by his
inquisitiveness. A tzaddik is interested in every part of creation, asking about why God endowed
each aspect of creation with its particular characteristics. Unlike the inquirers praised by Baruch
Lindau, the tzaddik is not focused on satisfying his curiosity through empirical observation but
instead seeks to understand how God’s intent for the People of Israel can be discovered in every
animal, vegetable, and mineral.Whereas Lindau’s writing is highly anthropocentric, placing the
human being at the center of the universe, Naḥman’s writing is highly ethnocentric, placing the
People of Israel at its center. Because Naḥman believes that everything in the universe pertains
to the People of Israel, he also holds that the tzaddik’s inquisitiveness can ultimately be satisfied
only when he studies his fellow Jews (“the glory that is in Israel”); thereby the tzaddik comes to
understand the secrets of the entire created world.Though Naḥman was not popular during his
lifetime, his teachings gained popularity in Israel in the 1970s. The Bratslav Hasidic sect
Naḥman founded is now sizable, and Naḥman himself has become a figure of interest to a vast
array of Israeli Jews—Hasidic and non-Hasidic, Sephardi and Ashkenazi, even secularists who
would not accept many of his stricter teachings. As the scholar Zvi Mark has noted, Naḥman has



become “a cultural icon in contemporary Israeli society,” where “his image is ubiquitous and his
influence widespread.”5Naḥman of Bratslav, Likkutei Moharan (1808)I. It is necessary to clear
the mind of leavening—external [non-Jewish] wisdom and foreign thoughts—so that one does
not sour one’s wisdom with external wisdom and appetites. . . . When the sphere of the mind is
blocked by impurity (as it is written, “you shall not become unclean through them” [Lev. 11:43]),
then one’s voice [of true prayer] will not be heard. One must also guard one’s fear [yirah] of
God . . . so that it will not be externally imposed fear: “If there is no wisdom, there is no fear; if
there is no fear, there is no wisdom” (Mishnah Avot 3:17).6II. Fear and love [of God] can only be
achieved through the tzaddik of [one’s] generation, for the tzaddik of the generation reveals fear
and love. For the tzaddik continually seeks and searches for God’s will, as God’s will is within
everything. . . . To understand and know God’s will for everything, the tzaddik continually seeks
and searches: for example, why it is the will of God that the lion has such strength and might,
and such a form, and the lion’s nature and behavior; and on the other hand why a tiny flea is so
very weak and has another nature and form and behavior. . . . So too for other creations in the
world, whether mineral, vegetable, animal, or human. . . . All this is due to God’s will, that He
wanted that this should be thus and this should be thus. The tzaddik continually searches for this
will, and he understands and finds it through the glory that he finds in [the People of] Israel . . .
because the whole world was created only for the sake of Israel. . . . By continually seeking and
searching and finding the glory that is in Israel (generally, particularly, and in the smallest
details) . . . the tzaddik knows and understands God’s will for all of creation (generally,
particularly, and in the smallest details).7III. The main principle and basis upon which everything
depends is to connect oneself to the tzaddik of the generation, and to accept his words,
whatever he says, whether important or unimportant, and not deviating (God forbid) from his
words to the right or left. . . . Cast aside all [external] wisdom and purge your mind so that it is as
if one had no intellect other than what one receives from the tzaddik, the rabbi of one’s
generation. As long as any of one’s own intellect remains, one is not completed and connected
to the tzaddik.82.3. Secular Scientific CuriosityThe Russian-born American Jewish scholar and
educator Benjamin Gruenberg (1875–1965) authored and edited many popular books on
science, including Science and the Public Mind, the source of the selection below. A member of
the secularist New York Society for Ethical Culture as well as a number of secular Jewish
organizations, Gruenberg encouraged his fellow Jewish immigrants to study science, which he
believed would lead to their intellectual and moral improvement. The widespread cultivation of
scientific inquisitiveness through training in the scientific method, Gruenberg believed, would not
only reveal new knowledge but also help Jews and others realize the limits of their own
knowledge and question “orthodoxies of all sorts.”Among the orthodoxies he believed should be
eviscerated by the spirit of inquiry were ideas about one’s own people being “God’s chosen
people” (the sort of belief exemplified in the writings of Naḥman of Bratslav above). Gruenberg
hoped that all people would come to cast off their various ethnocentrisms and be linked instead
by a common commitment to scientific inquiry transcending cultural boundaries.9Benjamin



Gruenberg, Science and the Public Mind (1935)However far our technicians may go in making
our machinery automatic and fool-proof, there will still remain, for some people at least, a
curiosity as to how things work, as to the nature of the world; and some of these are willing to
make serious efforts for the mental satisfactions which they get as a result. . . . People want to
know, not only for the power which knowledge may yield, but for the satisfaction that knowing
yields, or the attaining of knowledge as an experience. . . . It thus becomes urgent for people in
general to get a clearer understanding than now obtains as to just what this “science” is, as to
just how it produces its results, as to just how it affects our ways of living, as to just what we can
do with it, or about it. . . .Science makes us perceive that there are certain matters which nobody
knows, however much assurance any group may have as to the soundness of its own doctrines.
Science proceeds, in fact, on the assumption that in specific areas the best we can do is to find
out by trying. Hence the significance of assimilating the experimental method as a common way
of life. Science may be urged “for everybody” not in the confidence that it will give us common
beliefs to guide us harmoniously always and everywhere, like the guiding principles of an
established and accepted religious system, but rather in the hope that we can arrive at a
common reliance upon the experimental attitude. . . .The chief obstacles to science have always
been fixed ideas and vested interests. Reliance upon a body of doctrines that rationalizes an
institution makes investigation a source of danger—to the institution. Orthodoxies of all sorts,
whether religious or political, whether moralistic or intellectualistic, are inimical to the spirit of
inquiry. The assurance that “the truth” is already at hand makes further search seem futile. Such
obstructive confidence in the truth is well illustrated by the religious fervor with which many
people hold and urge their theological doctrines. It is not, however, confined to this area but is
characteristic of self-complacent ignorance in every realm of human thought. It is exemplified by
the intellectual provincialism which assumes that those whose views differ from ours must be
either foolish or dishonest, if not both; or which naively identifies its own sect or class or tribe or
race or nation with God’s chosen people, interpreting that mystic symbol of approbation, “O.K.,”
as meaning “Our Kind.” Science cannot proceed without the open mind, and the human mind, if
not constitutionally disposed to close automatically, is at least easily induced to shut up tight
early in life. A major task of adult education is to reverse that process.102.4. Curiosity as the
Gateway to Sin and HeresyRabbi Eliyahu Eliezer Dessler (introduced in section 1.4) was a major
figure in the development of haredi (ultra-Orthodox) thinking, first in England and then in Israel. A
product of the Musar movement, Dessler was also inspired by his studies of Hasidism including,
as the selection below indicates, the ideas of Naḥman of Bratslav (section 2.2). Dessler joined
Naḥman in counseling obedience to rabbinical authority (see section 1.4), and, as indicated
below, he also appreciated Naḥman’s vision of faith that transcends the intellect.Dessler shares
Naḥman’s concern about the dangers of intellectual inquiry. The curious intellect may be
motivated by desires to fulfill physical appetites or to engage in idolatrous “foreign worship.” Like
Naḥman, but here speaking to an audience of yeshiva students more likely to have access to
heretical or foreign ideas (through books or universities, for example), Dessler urges avoiding



any “books that have heresy mixed within them.” And, like Naḥman, he also urges readers to
beware of the “Other Side,” the dimension of metaphysical evil and impurity. Curiosity about this
ontologically distinct realm can have not only natural effects but unexpected metaphysical
consequences, as it did for Adam in the Garden of Eden.Dessler is assured that as God’s
Chosen People, Jews have access to the truth and need not inquire into anything else other than
the Torah. In his view, curiosity can be a positive virtue, but only if it directs a Jew to be curious
about God’s Torah and to engage in in-depth Torah study.Eliyahu Eliezer Dessler, Mikhtav me-
Eliyahu (mid-twentieth century)I. A person may be separated from sin but, nonetheless,
interested to know about the nature of sin and matters related to it—not to engage in it, God
forbid, but “just to know.” This power is known as “curiosity,” and it is the gateway to sin itself.If
one could ascend to the level closest to the truth, one’s curiosity would necessarily come to an
end, and one would recognize that, outside of the truth, there is nothing to know and nothing to
see, for all else is an illusion and has no value. . . .In a way ever so slightly like this, our sages of
blessed memory have revealed to us the process of the temptation of Adam, the first human
being. In knowing that there was a reality of “knowledge of good and evil” that was prohibited to
him, there entered into his thought the shadow of an idea, the speck of a desire, to know about
it, not for the sake of sinning (God forbid) but “just to know.” And with this, the gateway widened,
and the temptation continued further on. . . .It is incumbent upon us to learn and to understand
the extent to which a person needs to flee from the domain of the evil inclination. If even
[Adam’s] mere knowledge of [the evil inclination] led to all the evils in the world—filth and
impurity and death and suffering—how much it is incumbent upon us to strive, in accordance
with our low level, to distance ourselves from evil with all of our strength. It is incumbent upon us
to understand and to feel that even coming close to its borders, whether by seeing or hearing or
reading something forbidden, is liable to lead to unexpectedly evil consequences. It is
incumbent upon us to overcome the tempting of our desire—which is liable to sometimes
awaken within us, seemingly without any evil intention, but which will momentarily peek over the
border of the [evil] Other Side, “just to look” without any intention to act—for this, on our level, is
truly comparable to the sin of Adam, about whom it was said that, in accordance with his level,
“he wanted to taste the dish.” All we can do is focus all of our strength on Torah and on
holiness.11II. The ascent in inner faith, level after level, comes not through abstract intellectual
inquiry but through delving into the Torah itself. It is a mistake to think that one can attain
complete faith through intellectual or philosophical inquiry, for the intellect is prejudiced by all
kinds of biases. . . . The intellect is also limited, for thought is based on limited, material images.
But faith that comes from a person’s interiority is not ruled by these limits. Our teacher, Rabbi
Naḥman of Bratslav of blessed memory, has already written that faith begins at the limit of the
intellect. . . .[And so] “do not follow your heart and eyes [in your lustful urge]” (Num. 15:39). There
is a power within the human being known as curiosity that wants to taste and figure out the
character of things beyond oneself. This power has been given to us in order to awaken our
capacity for in-depth study of words of Torah—that we are drawn to them even before we have



tasted [i.e., discerned] their meaning. But the evil inclination tempts the human being and uses
the power of curiosity to draw [a person] to taste things of this world. Even before one has tasted
evil, a person’s evil inclination tempts and says to him to try it, even just one time.“‘[Do not follow]
your heart’ to heresy, and ‘[Do not follow] your eyes’ to yearning for sin” (Babylonian Talmud,
Berachot 12b). Even before he has tasted the sin, and still has no connection to it, a person will
desire and have an appetite to taste these two things, out of curiosity. And after tasting, the evil
inclination already has an entrance into the person, and he comes into “your lustful urge,”
already dragged after his appetite. “Keep yourself far away from her; do not come near the
doorway of her house” (Prov. 5:8)—for just one step separates you from sin.Appetite and foreign
worship12—heresy—reinforce each other. First comes appetite, and then foreign worship: for
appetite is the reason for foreign worship, as our sages of blessed memory said: “The Israelites
knew that foreign worship had no substance, and only engaged in foreign worship so that they
could permit themselves to publicly engage in sexual transgressions” (Babylonian Talmud,
Sanhedrin, 63b). A person pursues heresy in order to permit all of his desires for himself without
interruption; the biases [that prejudice the intellect to pursue desires] are the reason for
heresy. . . .The one who has traits of appetite, who is full of biases that draw him to values of this
world—what should he do? He will not come to faith by intellectual inquiry, for his desires will
ruin this; rather, he should immerse himself in simple faith, without philosophizing, in becoming
accustomed to the performance of commandments . . . and in the continual study of Torah. And
slowly, slowly, his appetites will weaken and his heart will be purified, and then he will permit
pure inner faith. But woe to the one . . . who studies books that have heresy mixed within them,
and clings to improper motivation, drawn to values of this world.132.5. The Curiosity of Halakhic
ManRabbi Joseph Soloveitchik (1903–93), the longtime Rosh Yeshivah of Yeshiva University in
New York City and an influential leader of Modern Orthodox Judaism, was a staunch defender of
the Orthodox belief, also held by Eliyahu Dessler and Naḥman of Bratslav, that Orthodox
practices are divinely ordained and unchangeable. At the same time, though, Soloveitchik
viewed both Naḥman’s Hasidic movement and the Musar movement with which Dessler was
associated as problematic: Hasidism was overly focused on metaphysical speculation, Musar
was too centered on psychological introspection, and both were insufficiently attentive to the
proper focus of a Jew’s inquiry—halakhah (Jewish law). Furthermore, unlike his fellow Orthodox
Jews, Soloveitchik saw the study of secular subjects such as science and philosophy as
necessary for properly engaging with Jewish law.Soloveitchik described the ideal Jew as
“halakhic man,” and in the selections below he indicates that this ideal type is both similar to and
different from “cognitive man” (or “theoretical and scientific man”), the ideal type praised by
many Western philosophers. Much like the ideal types described by Lindau or Gruenberg,
“cognitive man” is characterized by intellectual curiosity. Soloveitchik agrees that one should
have intellectual curiosity and study the world, but his “halakhic man” is motivated not by “plain
curiosity” but by questions of Jewish law. He may be curious about a bubbling spring because of
the importance of springs in Jewish law. He may even be curious about heretical books, such as



the works of the liberal Jewish philosopher Hermann Cohen (profiled in section 4.2, an influence
on Soloveitchik’s view of law); but, as Soloveitchik’s student Rabbi David Hartman has put it,
“Halakhic man is not especially curious about anything outside the halakhic framework. He lacks
an aesthetic sense. The beauty of nature does not capture his attention. He is not concerned
with existential issues, such as human mortality and the absurdity of human existence. He
shows no interest in metaphysical speculation; the sense of radical wonder . . . has no place in
his religious life.”14 Soloveitchik thus encourages curiosity only of a very certain, limited
kind.Joseph Soloveitchik, Halakhic Man (1944)When cognitive man observes and scrutinizes
the great and exalted cosmos, it is with the intent of understanding and comprehending its
features; cognitive man’s desire is to uncover the secret of the world and to unravel the problems
of existence. When theoretical and scientific man peers into the cosmos, he is filled with one
exceedingly powerful yearning, which is to search for clarity and understanding, for solutions
and resolutions. Cognitive man aims to solve the problems of cognition vis-à-vis reality and
longs to disperse the cloud of mystery which hangs darkly over the order of phenomena and
events. . . .Halakhic man . . . resembles in various ways cognitive man, yet, he differs in many
respects from him as well. . . . Halakhic man studies reality not because he is motivated by plain
curiosity the way theoretical man is. . . . Halakhic man orients himself to reality through a priori
images of the world [organized according to halakhah] which he bears in the deep recesses of
his personality. . . . There is no phenomenon, entity, or object in this concrete world which the a
priori Halakhah does not approach with its ideal standard. When halakhic man comes across a
spring bubbling quietly, he already possesses a fixed, a priori relationship with this real
phenomenon: the complex of laws regarding the halakhic construct of a spring. The spring is fit
for the immersion of a zav (a man with a discharge); it may serve as mei ḥatat (waters of
expiation); it purifies with flowing water; it does not require a fixed quantity of forty se’ahs; etc.
(See Maimonides, Laws of Immersion Pools, 9:8.) When halakhic man approaches a real spring,
he gazes at it and carefully examines its nature. He possesses, a priori, ideal principles and
precepts which establish the character of the spring as a halakhic construct, and he uses the
statutes for the purpose of determining normative law: does the real spring correspond to the
requirements of the ideal Halakhah or not? Halakhic man is not overly curious, and he is not
particularly concerned with cognizing the spring as it is in itself.152.6. Wonder, Not Intellectual
CuriosityRabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel (1907–72), an influential theologian and activist who
spent most of his career as a professor at Conservative Judaism’s Jewish Theological Seminary
in New York City, describes a very different ideal human type than Soloveitchik’s paragon. Even
as halakhic observance is central to his vision, Heschel encourages his audience to consider
the world beyond the framework of halakhah and to respond to it with a sense of radical wonder.
Whereas Soloveitchik encourages Jews to approach a spring with questions about halakhah in
mind, Heschel wants his audience to be filled with wonder upon seeing the spring—to be
amazed by its very existence and aware that words and concepts are inadequate to describe its
sublime character. While he recognizes that intellectual inquisitiveness about halakhah (as



promoted by Soloveitchik) can be valuable, just as scientific curiosity (as promoted by Lindau
and Gruenberg) can be valuable, Heschel urges his readers to cultivate a sense of wonder that
goes far beyond philosophy, science, and intellectual curiosity.Speaking of the importance of
analytic inquiry in his book God in Search of Man, Heschel argues that “the sense of wonder
and transcendence must not become ‘a cushion for the lazy intellect’ . . . a substitute for analysis
where analysis is possible.”16 That said, Heschel depicts his era as overly obsessed with inquiry
and analysis, spurred on by popular-science writers—in the mold of Benjamin Gruenberg—who
have taught that “all enigmas can be solved.” Such an attitude, Heschel writes, leads to the
“indifference to the sublime wonder of living” that is the “root of sin”—encouraging a focus on
human power and achievement and neglecting God’s transcendence.17In his book Man Is Not
Alone, the source of the selections below, Heschel warns that curiosity is a trait of self-assertion
and expediency. He sees the outcomes of curiosity that so excited Baruch Lindau—the
attainment of knowledge, material benefits, and power over nature—as leading to a corrupt self-
centeredness: a focus on our own human questions and needs when we should be focused on
God’s questions and God’s needs, a tendency to see ourselves ruling the world when we should
see God ruling the world. Intellectual inquisitiveness can therefore be a gateway to sin, though
for very different reasons than Dessler thought.And Heschel offers a different remedy for errant
inquisitiveness. For Heschel, we must cultivate wonder, the virtue that lies at the heart of what he
defines as true “religion.” Wonder allows us to turn away from our self-centered curiosity, focus
on God’s questions rather than our own, see our unity with the rest of creation, and ultimately
find greater awareness and knowledge.18 As Heschel writes, “The greatest hindrance to
knowledge is our adjustment to conventional notions, to mental clichés. Wonder or radical
amazement, the state of maladjustment to words and notions, is . . . a prerequisite for an
authentic awareness of that which is.”19Abraham Joshua Heschel, Man Is Not Alone
(1951)There is no knowledge that would be an answer to endless wonder, that could stem the
tide of its silent challenge. When we are overtaken by endless wonder . . . [we] realize that our
concern is not: What may we know? How could we open Him to our minds? Our concern is: To
whom do we belong? How could we open our lives to Him? Where self-assertion is no more;
when realizing that wonder is not our own achievement; that it is not by our own power alone that
we are shuddered with radical amazement, it is not within our power any more to assume the
role of an examiner of a subject in search of an object, such as we are in search of a cause when
perceiving thunder. Ultimate wonder is not the same as curiosity. Curiosity is the state of a mind
in search of knowledge, while ultimate wonder is the state of knowledge in search of a mind; it is
the thought of God in search of a soul. . . .What gives birth to religion is not intellectual curiosity,
but the fact and experience of our being asked. As long as we frame and ponder our own
questions, we do not even know how to ask. We know too little to be able to inquire. Faith is not
the product of search and endeavor, but the answer to a challenge which no one can forever
ignore. It is ushered in not by a problem, but by an exclamation. Philosophy begins with man’s
question; religion begins with God’s question and man’s answer.202.7. A New Feminist



CuriosityAn influential scholar and activist with particular expertise on issues of gender and
sexuality, Rabbi Danya Ruttenberg (b. 1975) takes a feminist approach to curiosity. In the
selection below she advocates a new feminist hermeneutics (approach to interpretation) where
curiosity is the core hermeneutical virtue, the trait that guides one’s study.Ruttenberg advises
approaching Jewish texts and practices with curiosity about their history. She encourages her
audience to investigate the ways that many traditions have historically sought to subjugate
women. Meanwhile, she also asks readers to be curious about how texts and practices might be
reinterpreted in ways that build better connections among human beings and between humans
and God.A Conservative rabbi, Ruttenberg is committed to studying the sometimes disturbing
history of Jewish traditions, to maintaining traditional practices, and to finding new meanings in
them. Thus, for example, in a portion of the essay not printed below, she comments that while
feminists have often rejected the practice of abstinence during menstruation because of its
misogynistic history, she can see much goodness in the practice when she is curious about how
it can be reframed as “sanctifying intimate relationships.”21A very different kind of questioning is
at work here than in the writing of Joseph Soloveitchik. When Soloveitchik’s halakhic man
approaches a spring that might be used for immersion following menstruation, his questions are
about whether the spring is fit to be used according to the fixed rules of halakhah. Ruttenberg’s
curious feminist would approach the same spring with what she calls a “hermeneutics of
curiosity”: about how it has been used as a tool of patriarchal domination (with the claim that it
cleanses women from “filth”), and also about how immersion practices can lead to connection
with God and to experiences of renewal within a couple’s relationship. Like Dessler, Ruttenberg
values how curiosity can lead to in-depth Torah study, but she challenges Dessler’s “simple faith”
that commits to traditional practices without considering their histories. And while, like
Gruenberg, Ruttenberg supports efforts to question orthodoxies, she also supports questioning
those who question orthodoxies and who too quickly discard too much of tradition.Danya
Ruttenberg, “The Hermeneutics of Curiosity” (2009)Earlier feminist work had to correct a long-
standing imbalance by jettisoning much of what was downright hostile to women. This reminds
me of the old story (that has no basis in truth) of Elizabeth Cady Stanton sitting on the floor of
her church with a Bible and a pair of scissors, snipping away everything in the book that was
problematic from a gendered perspective, until she was left with a very slim volume indeed.
Now, at this late date, I think that we’re able to look around at the scraps on the floor, to think
about integrating, on feminist terms, parts of tradition that may have been initially discarded as a
necessary part of the feminist process. What treasures are waiting for us to pull them out of the
feminist garbage heap? . . . I wonder if, rather than operating with the famous “hermeneutics of
suspicion”22—that is to say, the default assumption that a text or practice is misogynistic until
proven otherwise—we might want to try a hermeneutics of curiosity. For example, when we
come across something that makes us deeply uncomfortable, we might ask ourselves, what is
this ritual (or rule, or piece of liturgy) really about? What are some of the ideas underlying it?
How did it get to its current incarnation? How have people understood it in different times and



places? And, perhaps most important, what potential does it have? . . . As feminists, we aren’t
obligated to accept everything handed to us by our patriarchal tradition. But as Jews, it
behooves us to turn our traditions around a few times. Through a hermeneutics of curiosity, we
may not necessarily find everything we need already there from the start, but it’s worth the extra
spin to see if some notions can help us better learn how to connect to one another and to
God. . . .While we can’t blindly accept practices and traditions inside Judaism that destroy or
subjugate women, we have the ability to transform many aspects of our tradition into vehicles
that can help us to seek the holy, and to serve God by learning how to better relate to others in
caring and connection. It is tempting to leave behind anything that suggests patriarchal
domination, but sometimes, mixed in with troubling notions about gender are centuries of
questions about how best to live in relationship to the Divine. I think that we do ourselves a
disservice when we do not try to find those questions, and when we do not engage them on our
own terms. Through a hermeneutics of curiosity, we may be able to help repair a broken
Judaism, to turn it into something more whole and complete than it’s ever been. And who
knows? We may even find ourselves repaired in the process.232.8. Eve’s Curiosity Was Not a
SinWhen Eliyahu Dessler condemns the curiosity that leads to sin in the Garden of Eden, he
focuses on the curiosity of Adam, not that of Eve. But, as Rabbi Jamie Arnold (b. 1969) observes
in his Rosh Hashanah sermon at Congregation Beth Evergreen (a Reconstructionist
congregation in Evergreen, Colorado), Eve’s curiosity has often been singled out for particular
blame. In the selection from that sermon below, Arnold inverts this message, urging his audience
to be more like Eve—always reaching “for the new fruits of new knowledge.” As he views eating
the fruit in the Garden of Eden as a positive step, he describes the snake that provokes Eve’s
curiosity in positive terms as well. Traditional kabbalistic teachings describe the snake as an
agent of the evil “Other Side,” bringing (to use Dessler’s language quoted above) “filth and
impurity and death and suffering” into the world; one tradition suggests that a messianic “holy
snake” will ultimately destroy the evil snake that had successfully tempted Eve. Yet here too
Arnold inverts this tradition, regarding the snake in the garden as holy and messianic, “the savior
of our story.”Like Heschel, Arnold is also intrigued by God’s questioning of human beings. But
Heschel teaches that the primary lesson to learn from this questioning is that we need not
curiosity but greater responsiveness, wonder, and awe; for Arnold, by contrast, the primary
lesson is to be as inquisitive as God. Heschel sees his generation as too self-assertive and in
need of paying greater attention to God’s questions rather than their own; Arnold, by contrast,
encourages his audience to be more self-assertive with their curious questioning.Jamie Arnold,
“The Snake, the Skylight, and the Seeker” (2013)There are those who’ve claimed that Eve’s
curiosity was a sin. Had she not been curious, she wouldn’t have transgressed, and we would
still be in the Garden of Eden. They claim that her curiosity caused the curses of pain in
childbirth and exile from Eden. Curiosity killed the cat. Pain in childbirth, maybe? Curiosity,
anthropologists tell us, was and is integral to stimulating new learning and the enlargement of
our brains. Those big heads, I’m told, are a bear to get through the birth canal. But there is a



difference between a punishment and a price. Curiosity is no sin, and without it we’d still be
stuck in a world in which there is nothing new under the sun. . . .So if not curiosity, what was the
sin of the Garden of Eden? The sin was that they stopped being curious. After Eve eats and
shares the fruit of the new knowledge, “the voice of God walks in the breeze of the garden” and
asks, “Where are you?” (Gen. 3:8–9). The sages point out that with compassion, patience and
trust, God wants to give them an opportunity to admit what they did. “Where are you?” With this
inquiry God is also modeling curiosity for them—asking instead of accusing. They have a difficult
choice to make. Will they own up to what they have done or try to hide? Will they share
responsibility and reconcile, or will they try to save their own skins? They, like the snake, are
now naked, their curiosity exposed. God asks rather than accuses, not because God does not
know, but because God wants them to stay curious. . . . Curiosity is not the sin, it is the
salvation. . . . The snake is the savior of our story. . . .24It is time. Like Eve, let’s get curious about
the possibilities, ask “What if . . . ,” embrace the temptation to reach for the new fruits of new
knowledge.252.9. Curiosity and the Pursuit of PeaceRabbi Amy Eilberg (b. 1954), the first
woman ordained as a Conservative rabbi (in 1985), has served in many roles throughout her
career including chaplain, pastoral counselor, spiritual director, peace and justice educator,
interfaith activist, musar teacher, and conflict-resolution teacher. The selection below is
excerpted from her book From Enemy to Friend: Jewish Wisdom and the Pursuit of Peace,
which explores how Jewish sources may support reconciliation and peace-building work. Its last
chapter, focused on musar, considers a number of virtues, including curiosity.One of the
distinguishing characteristics of the previous texts by Naḥman and Dessler is their certainty that
Jews should not be curious about texts written by non-Jewish authors or promoting “foreign
worship.” The authors view themselves as clearly superior to non-Jews and write off non-Jewish
wisdom as foolish and downright evil. Eilberg takes a very different attitude toward the “other,”
refusing to write others off. Focusing on those who may seem to be “enemies,” she asks her
audience to show appreciative curiosity toward all others, even “enemies.”The idea that one
should not dismiss others echoes a theme in Gruenberg, and, like Gruenberg, Eilberg
encourages her audience to learn from contemporary science.26 But she does not share
Gruenberg’s optimism that a common commitment to secular scientific inquiry will lead to peace.
More important, in her view, is appreciative curiosity for people of all genders, races, religions,
nationalities, political parties, and all other identities. And whereas Gruenberg has little interest
in early Jewish texts, Eilberg’s discussion is grounded in ancient traditions. Underlying her vision
is the age-old Rabbinic statement that gives her book its title: “Who is the hero of
heroes? . . . One who makes an enemy into a friend.”27Amy Eilberg, From Enemy to Friend
(2014)In the midst of polarized conflict, locked in an intellectual version of combat, with the
limbic brain on high alert, we can only repeat our own version of things as loudly and powerfully
as possible. The opposing view is regarded as incomprehensible, foolish, ignorant, or
unconscionable. It is a straw person to be demolished if possible or at least strenuously
defended against. Just as we cannot show physical weakness when a wild animal is attacking



us, in rhetorical battle we instinctively present the most powerful, aggressive form of our own
belief and see only the flaws in the other’s view. I certainly know the feeling.I have long seen
listening as the single most important skill for dialogue across conflict, whether interpersonal,
intergroup, or international. I have come to recognize that the restoration of curiosity about one’s
opponent is an equally important capacity. . . . To the extent that we consider ourselves superior
to or unconnected to others, our natural desire for knowledge about them will be shut down. The
result is that we live in worlds of our own construction, listening only to the people we deem
worthy, reading only the commentators whose views match our own. The irony is that this
attitude of self-satisfied superiority makes us ignorant, without access to sources of possible
wisdom beyond our chosen circle of acceptable people and opinions. In the process, we
impoverish ourselves, denying ourselves the possibility of learning new ways of seeing the
world.By contrast, an attitude of curiosity means that opportunities for learning and expansion of
our horizons are everywhere. Every moment of our lives can be a laboratory, an occasion for
growth both interpersonally and intellectually. . . .The deceptively simple act of stopping to
observe that our natural capacity for curiosity is locked down can be a moment of awakening in
the midst of conflict. In such a precious moment, when we notice that we actually don’t have any
interest in what a Democratic or Republican voter in the United States or a Likud or Meretz voter
in Israel thinks, we might feel a pang of regret for the lost opportunity to learn something more
about God’s world. This might lead to a brief moment of humility and honesty, in which we admit
to ourselves that we actually do not know everything about the other side or even about the
issue we are discussing.Can you think of a moment when someone unexpectedly inquired
about an important aspect of your life? Generally this is an experience of respect, an affirmation
that you are important enough for the other to want to know more about you. It is an experience
that fosters connection, as you share something you value and see that the other person wants
to hear and understand your perspective.When one side in a dispute interrupts the continuous
flow of aggressive communication to ask a question of genuine curiosity, a crack may appear in
the previously impenetrable wall of animosity. The very expression of interest and inquiry creates
a thaw in frozen rhetorical combat, inviting the two parties to step beyond their well-worn
embattled positions and experience one another as whole human beings, not only straw figures
representing an objectionable point of view.282.10. Curiosity and White PrivilegeRabbi Sandra
Lawson (b. 1969), the world’s first Black openly lesbian rabbi, was ordained by the
Reconstructionist Rabbinical College in 2018. An influential voice on questions of race and
racism in Jewish communities, she serves as director of racial diversity, equity, and inclusion at
Reconstructing Judaism. In one 2018 article, Lawson and coauthor Rabbi Donna Cephas
argued that “holding a Jewish American, or American Jewish, identity does not always lead to an
appreciation of difference” and discussed how “we often treat Jews of color as other, as objects
of curiosity, and sometimes as objects of distrust,” especially given the ubiquitous assumption
that Jews are white (see section 2.1). Lawson describes how Jews who meet her often question
her as to whether she is Jewish, how she became Jewish, or when she converted. “These



questions,” Lawson writes, “never seem to happen in a context of wanting to know me as a
person. They are about the questioner’s own curiosity as they attempt to see how I fit into
Judaism. When people start to ask me questions about my Jewish identity, I feel as if they are
trying to assuage some type of uncomfortable feeling they have regarding my Jewishness.”29
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